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Figure 2: Velocity distribution functions: the left panels are in the host halo’s restframe, the
right panels in the restframe of the Earth on June 2nd, the peak of the Earth’s velocity relative
to Galactic DM halo. The solid red line is the distribution for all particles in a 1 kpc wide shell
centered at 8.5 kpc, the light and dark green shaded regions denote the 68% scatter around the
median and the minimum and maximum values over the 100 sample spheres, and the dotted line
represents the best-fitting Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.

are independent of location and persistent in time and hence reflect the detailed assembly
history of the host halo, rather than individual streams or subhalos. The extrema of the
sub-sample distributions, however, exhibit numerous distinctive narrow spikes at certain
velocities, and these are due to just such discrete structures. Note that although only
a small fraction of sample spheres exhibits such spikes, they are clearly present in some
spheres in all three simulations. The Galilean transform into the Earth’s rest frame washes
out most of the broad bumps, but the spikes remain visible, especially in the high veloc-
ity tails, where they can profoundly a�ect the scattering rates for inelastic and light DM
models (see Section 4).
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FIG. 2: Speed distribution of the dark matter debris. The
black line is the distribution of all VL2 particles in a shell from
r = 5–15 kpc. The dotted lines are the distributions for debris
particles located 30–45 (green), 15–30 (pink), and 5–15 (blue)
kpc from the Galactic center. The dark blue region is the 1�
spread about the mean for 100 sample spheres with radius 5
kpc centered at r = 10 kpc. The light blue region shows the
maximum and minimum for the same sample spheres.

distances. From 7.5–9.5 kpc, the debris makes up about
1.7% of the halo. The fractional contribution of debris in
this radial shell increases to about 4.4% for particles with
Earth-frame speeds greater than 500 km/s (in June).

To determine the local variation in the debris flow den-
sity, we find the relative density in a hundred sample
spheres with radius 0.5 kpc centered at 8.5 kpc. The
dark blue bar in Fig. 1 shows the 1� spread and the light
blue extends over the total range of sampled densities.
Part of this variation is due to the fact that the sam-
ples are taken in a spherical shell, but the VL2 halo is
prolate [28].

To characterize local deviations in the debris’ speed
behavior, we sample the speed distributions for a hun-
dred spheres centered at r = 10 kpc with 5 kpc radius.
The dark blue region in Fig. 2 is the 1� spread in the dis-
tributions over these samples, and the light blue region
shows the minimum and maximum value found in each
speed bin. The spread in the debris’ speed distribution
has some localized peaks, but its overall shape remains
remarkably consistent over the entire spherical shell.

In summary, a subcomponent of the local Milky Way
halo is characterized by dark matter tidal debris with
unique speed behavior, but no local spatial structure. We
introduce the term “debris flow” for this class of spatially-
homogeneous velocity substructure. Debris flows

• consist of overlapping sheets, streams, plumes and
shells created by dark matter tidally stripped from
infalling subhalos.

• have a spatial distribution indistinguishable from
the background halo.

• have a peaked speed distribution and unique radial
and tangential velocity behavior, as determined by
the orbital properties of the subhalo progenitors.

The debris in VL2 that was originally bound in subhalos
at the time of reionization now constitutes approximately
a few percent of the local density, and has speeds peaked
⇠ 340 km/s in the solar neighborhood.
The debris flows described in this Letter serve as one

of the first examples of spatially-homogeneous velocity
substructure in the Milky Way halo, and should be stud-
ied in di↵erent simulations. For example, the fractional
density of the debris depends on the number of subhalos
resolved by VL2 and will vary between simulations with
di↵erent resolutions and initial conditions. Despite these
variations, the debris flow should be generic to similar
high-resolution Milky Way simulations like GHalo [32]
and Aquarius [22, 33], whose subhalo concentrations are
in good agreement with VL2 [28]. The properties of the
debris flow will also be a↵ected by the inclusion of the
Galactic disc. VL2 does not include baryonic physics,
which will increase the internal velocities of the orbiting
satellites, as well as the energies of the debris particles.
It is important to remember the selection bias in the

subhalos considered in this work. In particular, the parti-
cles labeled as “debris” originate from subhalos that still
exist in the present epoch and are bound to the Milky
Way. The debris does not include particles stripped from
subhalos that either pass through the Milky Way or are
completely destroyed during infall. In addition, we do not
consider particles that were bound at redshifts other than
zre = 9. Debris from this redshift provides a good start-
ing point for understanding debris flows because of its
relevance for star surveys, as well as direct detection ex-
periments. However, contributions from other redshifts
should increase the relative density of dark matter debris
and is explored in follow-up work [27].
The presence of debris flows can be experimentally

verified in several di↵erent ways. One possibility is to
look for an imprint of the flow in the local stellar dis-
tribution. Because the time required for momenta ex-
change between stars is much longer than the age of the
Galaxy, the kinematics of old stars encode information
about their origin. Stars that are tidally-stripped from
subhalos “trace out” the paths of their dark matter coun-
terparts [9]. These stars are some of the oldest and most
metal-poor in the Milky Way because they originate from
subhalos with ine�cient star formation after reionization.
Simulations of dark matter and baryonic evolution have
followed the accretion of satellites in simple galactic mod-
els and have found evidence for a rich morphology of
structure in the stellar halo [34]. The specific evidence
for debris flow would be metal-poor stars that exhibit dis-
tinct velocity behavior, but no distinct spatial features,
over large areas of the sky.
There is accumulating experimental evidence for sub-

structure from surveys that study both the photometric
and spectroscopic properties of stars over large fields of
view. One of the most dramatic examples is the discov-

Debris flow
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Figure 2: Velocity distribution functions: the left panels are in the host halo’s restframe, the
right panels in the restframe of the Earth on June 2nd, the peak of the Earth’s velocity relative
to Galactic DM halo. The solid red line is the distribution for all particles in a 1 kpc wide shell
centered at 8.5 kpc, the light and dark green shaded regions denote the 68% scatter around the
median and the minimum and maximum values over the 100 sample spheres, and the dotted line
represents the best-fitting Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.

are independent of location and persistent in time and hence reflect the detailed assembly
history of the host halo, rather than individual streams or subhalos. The extrema of the
sub-sample distributions, however, exhibit numerous distinctive narrow spikes at certain
velocities, and these are due to just such discrete structures. Note that although only
a small fraction of sample spheres exhibits such spikes, they are clearly present in some
spheres in all three simulations. The Galilean transform into the Earth’s rest frame washes
out most of the broad bumps, but the spikes remain visible, especially in the high veloc-
ity tails, where they can profoundly a�ect the scattering rates for inelastic and light DM
models (see Section 4).
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r = 5–15 kpc. The dotted lines are the distributions for debris
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kpc from the Galactic center. The dark blue region is the 1�
spread about the mean for 100 sample spheres with radius 5
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distances. From 7.5–9.5 kpc, the debris makes up about
1.7% of the halo. The fractional contribution of debris in
this radial shell increases to about 4.4% for particles with
Earth-frame speeds greater than 500 km/s (in June).

To determine the local variation in the debris flow den-
sity, we find the relative density in a hundred sample
spheres with radius 0.5 kpc centered at 8.5 kpc. The
dark blue bar in Fig. 1 shows the 1� spread and the light
blue extends over the total range of sampled densities.
Part of this variation is due to the fact that the sam-
ples are taken in a spherical shell, but the VL2 halo is
prolate [28].

To characterize local deviations in the debris’ speed
behavior, we sample the speed distributions for a hun-
dred spheres centered at r = 10 kpc with 5 kpc radius.
The dark blue region in Fig. 2 is the 1� spread in the dis-
tributions over these samples, and the light blue region
shows the minimum and maximum value found in each
speed bin. The spread in the debris’ speed distribution
has some localized peaks, but its overall shape remains
remarkably consistent over the entire spherical shell.

In summary, a subcomponent of the local Milky Way
halo is characterized by dark matter tidal debris with
unique speed behavior, but no local spatial structure. We
introduce the term “debris flow” for this class of spatially-
homogeneous velocity substructure. Debris flows

• consist of overlapping sheets, streams, plumes and
shells created by dark matter tidally stripped from
infalling subhalos.

• have a spatial distribution indistinguishable from
the background halo.

• have a peaked speed distribution and unique radial
and tangential velocity behavior, as determined by
the orbital properties of the subhalo progenitors.

The debris in VL2 that was originally bound in subhalos
at the time of reionization now constitutes approximately
a few percent of the local density, and has speeds peaked
⇠ 340 km/s in the solar neighborhood.
The debris flows described in this Letter serve as one

of the first examples of spatially-homogeneous velocity
substructure in the Milky Way halo, and should be stud-
ied in di↵erent simulations. For example, the fractional
density of the debris depends on the number of subhalos
resolved by VL2 and will vary between simulations with
di↵erent resolutions and initial conditions. Despite these
variations, the debris flow should be generic to similar
high-resolution Milky Way simulations like GHalo [32]
and Aquarius [22, 33], whose subhalo concentrations are
in good agreement with VL2 [28]. The properties of the
debris flow will also be a↵ected by the inclusion of the
Galactic disc. VL2 does not include baryonic physics,
which will increase the internal velocities of the orbiting
satellites, as well as the energies of the debris particles.
It is important to remember the selection bias in the

subhalos considered in this work. In particular, the parti-
cles labeled as “debris” originate from subhalos that still
exist in the present epoch and are bound to the Milky
Way. The debris does not include particles stripped from
subhalos that either pass through the Milky Way or are
completely destroyed during infall. In addition, we do not
consider particles that were bound at redshifts other than
zre = 9. Debris from this redshift provides a good start-
ing point for understanding debris flows because of its
relevance for star surveys, as well as direct detection ex-
periments. However, contributions from other redshifts
should increase the relative density of dark matter debris
and is explored in follow-up work [27].
The presence of debris flows can be experimentally

verified in several di↵erent ways. One possibility is to
look for an imprint of the flow in the local stellar dis-
tribution. Because the time required for momenta ex-
change between stars is much longer than the age of the
Galaxy, the kinematics of old stars encode information
about their origin. Stars that are tidally-stripped from
subhalos “trace out” the paths of their dark matter coun-
terparts [9]. These stars are some of the oldest and most
metal-poor in the Milky Way because they originate from
subhalos with ine�cient star formation after reionization.
Simulations of dark matter and baryonic evolution have
followed the accretion of satellites in simple galactic mod-
els and have found evidence for a rich morphology of
structure in the stellar halo [34]. The specific evidence
for debris flow would be metal-poor stars that exhibit dis-
tinct velocity behavior, but no distinct spatial features,
over large areas of the sky.
There is accumulating experimental evidence for sub-

structure from surveys that study both the photometric
and spectroscopic properties of stars over large fields of
view. One of the most dramatic examples is the discov-
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Figure 2: Velocity distribution functions: the left panels are in the host halo’s restframe, the
right panels in the restframe of the Earth on June 2nd, the peak of the Earth’s velocity relative
to Galactic DM halo. The solid red line is the distribution for all particles in a 1 kpc wide shell
centered at 8.5 kpc, the light and dark green shaded regions denote the 68% scatter around the
median and the minimum and maximum values over the 100 sample spheres, and the dotted line
represents the best-fitting Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.

are independent of location and persistent in time and hence reflect the detailed assembly
history of the host halo, rather than individual streams or subhalos. The extrema of the
sub-sample distributions, however, exhibit numerous distinctive narrow spikes at certain
velocities, and these are due to just such discrete structures. Note that although only
a small fraction of sample spheres exhibits such spikes, they are clearly present in some
spheres in all three simulations. The Galilean transform into the Earth’s rest frame washes
out most of the broad bumps, but the spikes remain visible, especially in the high veloc-
ity tails, where they can profoundly a�ect the scattering rates for inelastic and light DM
models (see Section 4).
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distances. From 7.5–9.5 kpc, the debris makes up about
1.7% of the halo. The fractional contribution of debris in
this radial shell increases to about 4.4% for particles with
Earth-frame speeds greater than 500 km/s (in June).
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Figure 2: Velocity distribution functions: the left panels are in the host halo’s restframe, the
right panels in the restframe of the Earth on June 2nd, the peak of the Earth’s velocity relative
to Galactic DM halo. The solid red line is the distribution for all particles in a 1 kpc wide shell
centered at 8.5 kpc, the light and dark green shaded regions denote the 68% scatter around the
median and the minimum and maximum values over the 100 sample spheres, and the dotted line
represents the best-fitting Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.

are independent of location and persistent in time and hence reflect the detailed assembly
history of the host halo, rather than individual streams or subhalos. The extrema of the
sub-sample distributions, however, exhibit numerous distinctive narrow spikes at certain
velocities, and these are due to just such discrete structures. Note that although only
a small fraction of sample spheres exhibits such spikes, they are clearly present in some
spheres in all three simulations. The Galilean transform into the Earth’s rest frame washes
out most of the broad bumps, but the spikes remain visible, especially in the high veloc-
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a small fraction of sample spheres exhibits such spikes, they are clearly present in some
spheres in all three simulations. The Galilean transform into the Earth’s rest frame washes
out most of the broad bumps, but the spikes remain visible, especially in the high veloc-
ity tails, where they can profoundly a�ect the scattering rates for inelastic and light DM
models (see Section 4).
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FIG. 2: Speed distribution of the dark matter debris. The
black line is the distribution of all VL2 particles in a shell from
r = 5–15 kpc. The dotted lines are the distributions for debris
particles located 30–45 (green), 15–30 (pink), and 5–15 (blue)
kpc from the Galactic center. The dark blue region is the 1�
spread about the mean for 100 sample spheres with radius 5
kpc centered at r = 10 kpc. The light blue region shows the
maximum and minimum for the same sample spheres.

distances. From 7.5–9.5 kpc, the debris makes up about
1.7% of the halo. The fractional contribution of debris in
this radial shell increases to about 4.4% for particles with
Earth-frame speeds greater than 500 km/s (in June).

To determine the local variation in the debris flow den-
sity, we find the relative density in a hundred sample
spheres with radius 0.5 kpc centered at 8.5 kpc. The
dark blue bar in Fig. 1 shows the 1� spread and the light
blue extends over the total range of sampled densities.
Part of this variation is due to the fact that the sam-
ples are taken in a spherical shell, but the VL2 halo is
prolate [28].

To characterize local deviations in the debris’ speed
behavior, we sample the speed distributions for a hun-
dred spheres centered at r = 10 kpc with 5 kpc radius.
The dark blue region in Fig. 2 is the 1� spread in the dis-
tributions over these samples, and the light blue region
shows the minimum and maximum value found in each
speed bin. The spread in the debris’ speed distribution
has some localized peaks, but its overall shape remains
remarkably consistent over the entire spherical shell.

In summary, a subcomponent of the local Milky Way
halo is characterized by dark matter tidal debris with
unique speed behavior, but no local spatial structure. We
introduce the term “debris flow” for this class of spatially-
homogeneous velocity substructure. Debris flows

• consist of overlapping sheets, streams, plumes and
shells created by dark matter tidally stripped from
infalling subhalos.

• have a spatial distribution indistinguishable from
the background halo.

• have a peaked speed distribution and unique radial
and tangential velocity behavior, as determined by
the orbital properties of the subhalo progenitors.

The debris in VL2 that was originally bound in subhalos
at the time of reionization now constitutes approximately
a few percent of the local density, and has speeds peaked
⇠ 340 km/s in the solar neighborhood.
The debris flows described in this Letter serve as one

of the first examples of spatially-homogeneous velocity
substructure in the Milky Way halo, and should be stud-
ied in di↵erent simulations. For example, the fractional
density of the debris depends on the number of subhalos
resolved by VL2 and will vary between simulations with
di↵erent resolutions and initial conditions. Despite these
variations, the debris flow should be generic to similar
high-resolution Milky Way simulations like GHalo [32]
and Aquarius [22, 33], whose subhalo concentrations are
in good agreement with VL2 [28]. The properties of the
debris flow will also be a↵ected by the inclusion of the
Galactic disc. VL2 does not include baryonic physics,
which will increase the internal velocities of the orbiting
satellites, as well as the energies of the debris particles.
It is important to remember the selection bias in the

subhalos considered in this work. In particular, the parti-
cles labeled as “debris” originate from subhalos that still
exist in the present epoch and are bound to the Milky
Way. The debris does not include particles stripped from
subhalos that either pass through the Milky Way or are
completely destroyed during infall. In addition, we do not
consider particles that were bound at redshifts other than
zre = 9. Debris from this redshift provides a good start-
ing point for understanding debris flows because of its
relevance for star surveys, as well as direct detection ex-
periments. However, contributions from other redshifts
should increase the relative density of dark matter debris
and is explored in follow-up work [27].
The presence of debris flows can be experimentally

verified in several di↵erent ways. One possibility is to
look for an imprint of the flow in the local stellar dis-
tribution. Because the time required for momenta ex-
change between stars is much longer than the age of the
Galaxy, the kinematics of old stars encode information
about their origin. Stars that are tidally-stripped from
subhalos “trace out” the paths of their dark matter coun-
terparts [9]. These stars are some of the oldest and most
metal-poor in the Milky Way because they originate from
subhalos with ine�cient star formation after reionization.
Simulations of dark matter and baryonic evolution have
followed the accretion of satellites in simple galactic mod-
els and have found evidence for a rich morphology of
structure in the stellar halo [34]. The specific evidence
for debris flow would be metal-poor stars that exhibit dis-
tinct velocity behavior, but no distinct spatial features,
over large areas of the sky.
There is accumulating experimental evidence for sub-

structure from surveys that study both the photometric
and spectroscopic properties of stars over large fields of
view. One of the most dramatic examples is the discov-

Debris flow

per unit detector mass at a DM direct detection experiment is given by [22]

dR

dER
=

NT mN !!

2µ2
N! m!

!

vmin

d3"v
f("v,"vE)

v
#N F 2(ER) , (2.1)

where mN ! AmP is the nucleus mass with mP the proton mass and A the atomic number;

F (ER) is the nuclear form factor and accounts for the fact that the cross section drops as

one moves away from zero momentum transfer; the two-parameter Fermi charge distribution

is used to calculate F (ER) throughout this paper [23]; NT is the number of target nuclei per

unit mass, given by NT = NA/A with Avogadro’s number, NA = 6.02 " 1026 kg!1; #N is the

cross section to scatter of a nucleus, and µN! is the reduced mass of the DM-nucleus system.

The DM mass is m! and we take the local DM density to be !! = 0.3 GeV/cm3. The velocity

of the dark matter onto the (Earth-borne) target is "v. The Earth’s velocity in the galactic

frame, "vE , is the sum of the Earth’s motion around the Sun [22] and the Sun’s motion in the

galaxy [24]. We assume the WIMP velocity distribution is Maxwell-Boltzmann with velocity

dispersion v0 = 220 km/s. Thus,

f("v,"vE) =
1

($ v2
0)

3/2
e!("v+"vE)2/v2

0 . (2.2)

As a function of time in the galactic frame, the Earth’s velocity is vE ! 227+14.4 cos [2$
"

t!t0
T

#

]

km/s, with T = 1 year and t0 is around June 2nd. The DM velocity distribution is cut-o!

at the galactic escape velocity. Thus, the upper limit of the integration in (2.1) is given by

|"v + "vE| # vesc, and the lower limit, since we will consider elastic scatters, is given by

vmin =

$

mNER

2µ2
N!

. (2.3)

The current allowed range for the galactic escape velocity [25] is 498 km/s # vesc # 608

km/s. For concreteness we set vesc = 500 km/s. Increasing this value slightly increases our

allowed parameter space, but the general features remain unchanged. Because of di!erent

energy detection e"ciencies for di!erent detectors, a quench factor fq is introduced to relate

the observed recoil energy, ĒR, to the actual recoil energy ER, ER = ĒR/fq. This allows one

to convert Eq. (2.1) to the experimental di!erential spectrums as dR/dĒR = 1/fq dR/dER.

For example, we take the quench factor fq = 0.085 for the iodine element in the DAMA

experiment.

In the usual calculation the nuclear cross section #N is related to the nucleon scattering

cross section, #p, by,

#N =
(Zfp + (A $ Z)fn)2

f2
p

µ2
N!

µ2
n!

#p , (2.4)

where fp,n are the coupling strengths of DM to protons and neutrons and µn! is the DM-

nucleon reduced mass. Here however, we wish to work explicitly with the nuclear scattering

cross section, and leave relating it to the microscopic Lagrangian to later, section 3. In
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Direct Detection

The only way we have of probing our local DM 
distribution

The second possibility contains a dark matter form fac-
tor F�i (following the standard normalization convention
F�i(ER = 0) = 1) and commonly occurs in models of
composite dark matter [45–47]. Our formalism will han-
dle the factorizable forms, i.e., the first three of Eq. (10),
which incorporates the vast bulk of what has been consid-
ered in the literature. We will not, however, consider the
cross sections that contain completely arbitrary nonfac-
torizable velocity and recoil energy dependence [c.f., the
most general form written on the fourth line of Eq. (10)].

We now turn to the question of what can be inferred
from a signal in direct detection experiments using (8)
without making any assumptions about f1 or the dark
matter scattering cross section ⇤0. We will however,
make an assumption about the maximum dark matter
speed, vmax, and we will demonstrate how the derived
dark matter properties depend on this assumption.

IV. DECONVOLUTED SCATTERING RATE

Since the scattering rate (8) in any given direct de-
tection experiment is proportional to the nuclear form
factor, we first factor it out. This leads to a definition of
a new quantity, R, that we call the “deconvoluted scat-

tering rate” – deconvoluted of the nuclear form factor,

R ⇥ 1

F 2
N (ER)

dR

dER

=
⇧

i

NimN

⌃ vmax

vi,min

dvi vifi1(vi)⇤̄i(vi, ER). (11)

Some overall factors have been buried into a normaliza-
tion factor, Ni = NT ⇥�i/(µ

2
im�i). While there are im-

portant uncertainties in the determination of dark mat-
ter nuclear form factors from nuclear data [48], this is
not our concern. Errors on the deconvoluted scattering
rate ought to take into account nuclear form factor un-
certainties.
Next, taking a derivative with respect to ER we find

dR
dER

=
⇧

i

NimN

⇤⌃ vmax

vi,min

dvivifi1(vi)
d⇤̄i(vi, ER)

dER

�vi,min
dvi,min

dER
fi1(vi,min)⇤̄(vi,min, ER)

⇥
. (12)

For arbitrary 2 ⌅ 2 kinematics (elastic or inelastic), we
can replace

vi,min
dvi,min

dER
=

m2
NE2

R � µ2
i �

2
i

4mNµ2
iE

2
R

. (13)

This is as far as we can go with a general signal from an
ensemble of WIMPs with arbitrary cross sections.
For a single WIMP with a factorizable cross section,

Eq. (11) can be used to solve for f1(v) (see also [49–52]):

f1(vmin(ER)) = � 4µ2E2
R

m2
NE2

R � µ2�2
1

N⇤0(vmin(ER))F 2
�(ER)

⇤
dR
dER

�R 1

F 2
�(ER)

dF 2
�(ER)

dER

⌅
. (14)

This result allows us to gain information on the velocity
distribution of dark matter evaluated at the minimum
velocity to scatter for a given recoil energy ER. With
scattering data over the range Emin

R < ER < Emax
R , we

obtain information on the velocity distribution f(v) over
a range of v: vmin(Emin

R ) < v < vmin(Emax
R ).

For an ensemble of WIMPs, ⌅i, without dark matter
form factors, the inversion result can be written as

dR
dER

=
⇧

i

wi(v, ER)fi1(v) , (15)

where the velocity distributions of the WIMPs are
“weighted” by the factors

wi(v, ER) = �1

4

�
m2

N

µ2
i

� �2i
E2

R

⇥
Ni⇤i0(v) (16)

For an ensemble of WIMPs with form factors, no simple
closed form can be written.

V. f-CONDITION

There is valuable information that can be extracted
from Eqs. (14) and (15). We know the velocity distribu-
tion of dark matter must be positive for all v,

f(v) ⇤ 0 , (17)

which we call the “f -condition”. Using this condition,
the right-hand side of Eq. (14) must be positive. Simi-
larly the f -condition also places constraints on the terms
appearing in Eq. (15).
Consider the case of single WIMP with standard elas-

tic scattering without a dark matter form factor, � = 0
and F 2

�(ER) = 1. From Eq. (14) we conclude that the de-
convoluted scattering rate is always a decreasing function
of ER.
A more striking consequence is reached if a rising de-

convoluted scattering rate is ever observed. Should there
be a range of data where the deconvoluted scattering rate

4

Is a signal a measurement of particle physics or 
astrophysics?

[see also, Drees and Shan, A. Peter, ...]

f-condition:

The second possibility contains a dark matter form fac-
tor F�i (following the standard normalization convention
F�i(ER = 0) = 1) and commonly occurs in models of
composite dark matter [45–47]. Our formalism will han-
dle the factorizable forms, i.e., the first three of Eq. (10),
which incorporates the vast bulk of what has been consid-
ered in the literature. We will not, however, consider the
cross sections that contain completely arbitrary nonfac-
torizable velocity and recoil energy dependence [c.f., the
most general form written on the fourth line of Eq. (10)].

We now turn to the question of what can be inferred
from a signal in direct detection experiments using (8)
without making any assumptions about f1 or the dark
matter scattering cross section ⇤0. We will however,
make an assumption about the maximum dark matter
speed, vmax, and we will demonstrate how the derived
dark matter properties depend on this assumption.

IV. DECONVOLUTED SCATTERING RATE

Since the scattering rate (8) in any given direct de-
tection experiment is proportional to the nuclear form
factor, we first factor it out. This leads to a definition of
a new quantity, R, that we call the “deconvoluted scat-

tering rate” – deconvoluted of the nuclear form factor,
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dvi vifi1(vi)⇤̄i(vi, ER). (11)

Some overall factors have been buried into a normaliza-
tion factor, Ni = NT ⇥�i/(µ

2
im�i). While there are im-

portant uncertainties in the determination of dark mat-
ter nuclear form factors from nuclear data [48], this is
not our concern. Errors on the deconvoluted scattering
rate ought to take into account nuclear form factor un-
certainties.
Next, taking a derivative with respect to ER we find
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For arbitrary 2 ⌅ 2 kinematics (elastic or inelastic), we
can replace

vi,min
dvi,min

dER
=

m2
NE2

R � µ2
i �

2
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4mNµ2
iE

2
R

. (13)

This is as far as we can go with a general signal from an
ensemble of WIMPs with arbitrary cross sections.
For a single WIMP with a factorizable cross section,

Eq. (11) can be used to solve for f1(v) (see also [49–52]):

f1(vmin(ER)) = � 4µ2E2
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1
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�(ER)
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⌅
. (14)

This result allows us to gain information on the velocity
distribution of dark matter evaluated at the minimum
velocity to scatter for a given recoil energy ER. With
scattering data over the range Emin

R < ER < Emax
R , we

obtain information on the velocity distribution f(v) over
a range of v: vmin(Emin

R ) < v < vmin(Emax
R ).

For an ensemble of WIMPs, ⌅i, without dark matter
form factors, the inversion result can be written as

dR
dER

=
⇧

i

wi(v, ER)fi1(v) , (15)

where the velocity distributions of the WIMPs are
“weighted” by the factors

wi(v, ER) = �1

4
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⇥
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For an ensemble of WIMPs with form factors, no simple
closed form can be written.

V. f-CONDITION

There is valuable information that can be extracted
from Eqs. (14) and (15). We know the velocity distribu-
tion of dark matter must be positive for all v,

f(v) ⇤ 0 , (17)

which we call the “f -condition”. Using this condition,
the right-hand side of Eq. (14) must be positive. Simi-
larly the f -condition also places constraints on the terms
appearing in Eq. (15).
Consider the case of single WIMP with standard elas-

tic scattering without a dark matter form factor, � = 0
and F 2

�(ER) = 1. From Eq. (14) we conclude that the de-
convoluted scattering rate is always a decreasing function
of ER.
A more striking consequence is reached if a rising de-

convoluted scattering rate is ever observed. Should there
be a range of data where the deconvoluted scattering rate
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there is non-standard particle physics e.g. inelastic or a 

increasing DM form factor
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distribution

The second possibility contains a dark matter form fac-
tor F�i (following the standard normalization convention
F�i(ER = 0) = 1) and commonly occurs in models of
composite dark matter [45–47]. Our formalism will han-
dle the factorizable forms, i.e., the first three of Eq. (10),
which incorporates the vast bulk of what has been consid-
ered in the literature. We will not, however, consider the
cross sections that contain completely arbitrary nonfac-
torizable velocity and recoil energy dependence [c.f., the
most general form written on the fourth line of Eq. (10)].

We now turn to the question of what can be inferred
from a signal in direct detection experiments using (8)
without making any assumptions about f1 or the dark
matter scattering cross section ⇤0. We will however,
make an assumption about the maximum dark matter
speed, vmax, and we will demonstrate how the derived
dark matter properties depend on this assumption.

IV. DECONVOLUTED SCATTERING RATE

Since the scattering rate (8) in any given direct de-
tection experiment is proportional to the nuclear form
factor, we first factor it out. This leads to a definition of
a new quantity, R, that we call the “deconvoluted scat-

tering rate” – deconvoluted of the nuclear form factor,
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=
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Some overall factors have been buried into a normaliza-
tion factor, Ni = NT ⇥�i/(µ
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im�i). While there are im-

portant uncertainties in the determination of dark mat-
ter nuclear form factors from nuclear data [48], this is
not our concern. Errors on the deconvoluted scattering
rate ought to take into account nuclear form factor un-
certainties.
Next, taking a derivative with respect to ER we find
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can replace
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This is as far as we can go with a general signal from an
ensemble of WIMPs with arbitrary cross sections.
For a single WIMP with a factorizable cross section,

Eq. (11) can be used to solve for f1(v) (see also [49–52]):
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This result allows us to gain information on the velocity
distribution of dark matter evaluated at the minimum
velocity to scatter for a given recoil energy ER. With
scattering data over the range Emin

R < ER < Emax
R , we

obtain information on the velocity distribution f(v) over
a range of v: vmin(Emin

R ) < v < vmin(Emax
R ).

For an ensemble of WIMPs, ⌅i, without dark matter
form factors, the inversion result can be written as
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dER
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where the velocity distributions of the WIMPs are
“weighted” by the factors

wi(v, ER) = �1
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For an ensemble of WIMPs with form factors, no simple
closed form can be written.

V. f-CONDITION

There is valuable information that can be extracted
from Eqs. (14) and (15). We know the velocity distribu-
tion of dark matter must be positive for all v,

f(v) ⇤ 0 , (17)

which we call the “f -condition”. Using this condition,
the right-hand side of Eq. (14) must be positive. Simi-
larly the f -condition also places constraints on the terms
appearing in Eq. (15).
Consider the case of single WIMP with standard elas-

tic scattering without a dark matter form factor, � = 0
and F 2

�(ER) = 1. From Eq. (14) we conclude that the de-
convoluted scattering rate is always a decreasing function
of ER.
A more striking consequence is reached if a rising de-

convoluted scattering rate is ever observed. Should there
be a range of data where the deconvoluted scattering rate
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Here we use the reduced mass defined with respect to the
incoming particles,

µ ⇤ m�mN

m� +mN
. (1)

The recoil energy of the collision is ER = q2/2m�
N with

q2 = p2 + p�2 � 2p p� cos ⇥com . (2)

The recoil of energy ER, velocity v and cos ⇥lab are related
by,

v2

2
��

m�

m��
� v

m�

m��

⇣
2mN �ER cos ⇥lab

�
⌃
ER

⌅
1 +

mN �

m��

⇧
+ �� + �N

⌥
= 0 . (3)

Define � ⇤ �� + �N . If � > 0, we can safely perform an
expansion in �/m ⌅ 1 to obtain

vmin =
1⌥

2mNER

⌅
mNER

µ
+ �

⇧
. (4)

which taking �N ⇧ 0 is the well-known result for in-
elastic dark matter (iDM) [40–42]. By “safe” we mean
that our upper bound on vmin, which is in the far non-
relativistic regime, automatically implies |�| ⌅ m�,mN

to allow scattering to be kinematically possible.
Up to higher order terms in �/m, we obtain an expres-

sion for the recoil energy

E2
R + 2ER

µ

mN
(� � µv2 cos2 ⇥lab) +

µ2

m2
N

�2 = 0 (5)

The recoil energy is unique for a given fixed scattering
relative velocity v and nucleus recoil angle ⇥lab and can
be solved by the usual quadratic formula,

ER =
µ

mN

⇤�
µv2 cos2 ⇥lab � �

⇥
(6)

±(µv2 cos2 ⇥lab)
1/2
�
µv2 cos2 ⇥lab � 2�

⇥1/2✏
.

This result has the well known feature that the smallest
recoil energies come from maximizing v2 cos2 ⇥lab, corre-
sponding physically to head-on collisions at the highest
velocities available.

III. EVENT DISTRIBUTIONS

Our basic assumptions consist of assuming the scat-
tering process is o⇥ only one type of nuclei. We will,
however, remain general with respect to the possibility of
multiple WIMPs with di⇥erent masses, abundances, and
cross sections. One might think it requires a large coin-
cidence to have several dark matter particles with cross
sections large enough to produce events in an experiment.
However, there are well known counterexamples where it
can be natural to have the abundance of particles to be

independent of their mass (and thus, have several candi-
dates of di⇥erent masses with similar abundances, using
for example the WIMPless miracle [43]).
The event rate of dark matter scattering [44], di⇥eren-

tial in ER, is determined by

dR

dER
=
�

i

NT ⇤�i

m�i

� vmax

vi,min

d3⇧vi fi(⇧vi(t))
d⌅i|⇧vi|
dER

, (7)

where the sum is over di⇥erent species of WIMPs, mN ⌃
Amp is the nucleus mass with mp the proton mass and
A the atomic number. The recoil energy depends on the
kinematics of the collision, as described above. Given
our assumption of no significant time variation in the
rate, f(⇧vi(t)) ⇧ f(⇧vi), and thus we are e⇥ectively ne-
glecting the Earth’s motion around the Sun. This is a
reasonable approximation so long we are probing veloci-
ties larger than Earth’s velocity in the Sun’s frame, i.e.,
vmax � 30 km/s. Typically the maximum speed is taken
to be vmax = vearth + vesc, the galactic escape velocity
boosted into the Earth frame. However, vmax is ulti-
mately determined by the (unknown) details of the dark
matter velocity distribution in Earth frame.
Given our assumption of no direction dependent signal,

we can carry out the angular integral in Eq. (7), reduc-
ing it to a one dimensional integral where we introduce
the quantity1 f1(v) =

�
d�f(⇧v). The di⇥erential rate

becomes

dR

dER
=
�

i

NT ⇤�imN

µ2
im�i

F 2
N (ER)

⇥
� vmax

vi,min

dvi vifi1(vi)⌅̄i(vi, ER) , (8)

where we have written

d⌅i

dER
= F 2

N (ER)
mN

µiv2i
⌅̄i(vi, ER) (9)

in terms of the nuclear form factor F 2
N (ER). There are

several possible forms for the scattering cross section
⌅̄i(v, ER), depending on the interaction,

⌅̄i(v, ER) =

�
↵↵⌦

↵↵ 

⌅i0

⌅i0F 2
�i
(ER)

⌅i0(v)F 2
�i
(ER)

⌅i0(v, ER)

. (10)

The di⇥erent forms for ⌅̄ correspond to functional forms
of known dark matter scattering that contain velocity
and/or recoil energy dependence. The first possibility,
a constant independent of v and ER is the well-known
isotropic (s-wave) cross section that results at lowest
order in the non-relativistic expansion from many dark
matter models.

1 The velocity distribution is normalized such that
�
d3vf(v) = 1.

3

Is a signal a measurement of particle physics or 
astrophysics?

[see also, Drees and Shan, A. Peter, ...]

f-condition:

The second possibility contains a dark matter form fac-
tor F�i (following the standard normalization convention
F�i(ER = 0) = 1) and commonly occurs in models of
composite dark matter [45–47]. Our formalism will han-
dle the factorizable forms, i.e., the first three of Eq. (10),
which incorporates the vast bulk of what has been consid-
ered in the literature. We will not, however, consider the
cross sections that contain completely arbitrary nonfac-
torizable velocity and recoil energy dependence [c.f., the
most general form written on the fourth line of Eq. (10)].

We now turn to the question of what can be inferred
from a signal in direct detection experiments using (8)
without making any assumptions about f1 or the dark
matter scattering cross section ⇤0. We will however,
make an assumption about the maximum dark matter
speed, vmax, and we will demonstrate how the derived
dark matter properties depend on this assumption.

IV. DECONVOLUTED SCATTERING RATE

Since the scattering rate (8) in any given direct de-
tection experiment is proportional to the nuclear form
factor, we first factor it out. This leads to a definition of
a new quantity, R, that we call the “deconvoluted scat-

tering rate” – deconvoluted of the nuclear form factor,

R ⇥ 1

F 2
N (ER)

dR

dER

=
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NimN

⌃ vmax

vi,min

dvi vifi1(vi)⇤̄i(vi, ER). (11)

Some overall factors have been buried into a normaliza-
tion factor, Ni = NT ⇥�i/(µ

2
im�i). While there are im-

portant uncertainties in the determination of dark mat-
ter nuclear form factors from nuclear data [48], this is
not our concern. Errors on the deconvoluted scattering
rate ought to take into account nuclear form factor un-
certainties.
Next, taking a derivative with respect to ER we find

dR
dER

=
⇧
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NimN
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dER
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⇥
. (12)

For arbitrary 2 ⌅ 2 kinematics (elastic or inelastic), we
can replace

vi,min
dvi,min

dER
=

m2
NE2

R � µ2
i �

2
i

4mNµ2
iE

2
R

. (13)

This is as far as we can go with a general signal from an
ensemble of WIMPs with arbitrary cross sections.
For a single WIMP with a factorizable cross section,

Eq. (11) can be used to solve for f1(v) (see also [49–52]):

f1(vmin(ER)) = � 4µ2E2
R
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R � µ2�2
1

N⇤0(vmin(ER))F 2
�(ER)

⇤
dR
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dF 2
�(ER)
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⌅
. (14)

This result allows us to gain information on the velocity
distribution of dark matter evaluated at the minimum
velocity to scatter for a given recoil energy ER. With
scattering data over the range Emin

R < ER < Emax
R , we

obtain information on the velocity distribution f(v) over
a range of v: vmin(Emin

R ) < v < vmin(Emax
R ).

For an ensemble of WIMPs, ⌅i, without dark matter
form factors, the inversion result can be written as

dR
dER

=
⇧

i

wi(v, ER)fi1(v) , (15)

where the velocity distributions of the WIMPs are
“weighted” by the factors

wi(v, ER) = �1

4

�
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N

µ2
i

� �2i
E2

R

⇥
Ni⇤i0(v) (16)

For an ensemble of WIMPs with form factors, no simple
closed form can be written.

V. f-CONDITION

There is valuable information that can be extracted
from Eqs. (14) and (15). We know the velocity distribu-
tion of dark matter must be positive for all v,

f(v) ⇤ 0 , (17)

which we call the “f -condition”. Using this condition,
the right-hand side of Eq. (14) must be positive. Simi-
larly the f -condition also places constraints on the terms
appearing in Eq. (15).
Consider the case of single WIMP with standard elas-

tic scattering without a dark matter form factor, � = 0
and F 2

�(ER) = 1. From Eq. (14) we conclude that the de-
convoluted scattering rate is always a decreasing function
of ER.
A more striking consequence is reached if a rising de-

convoluted scattering rate is ever observed. Should there
be a range of data where the deconvoluted scattering rate
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The second possibility contains a dark matter form fac-
tor F�i (following the standard normalization convention
F�i(ER = 0) = 1) and commonly occurs in models of
composite dark matter [45–47]. Our formalism will han-
dle the factorizable forms, i.e., the first three of Eq. (10),
which incorporates the vast bulk of what has been consid-
ered in the literature. We will not, however, consider the
cross sections that contain completely arbitrary nonfac-
torizable velocity and recoil energy dependence [c.f., the
most general form written on the fourth line of Eq. (10)].

We now turn to the question of what can be inferred
from a signal in direct detection experiments using (8)
without making any assumptions about f1 or the dark
matter scattering cross section ⇤0. We will however,
make an assumption about the maximum dark matter
speed, vmax, and we will demonstrate how the derived
dark matter properties depend on this assumption.
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factor, we first factor it out. This leads to a definition of
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im�i). While there are im-

portant uncertainties in the determination of dark mat-
ter nuclear form factors from nuclear data [48], this is
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rate ought to take into account nuclear form factor un-
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This is as far as we can go with a general signal from an
ensemble of WIMPs with arbitrary cross sections.
For a single WIMP with a factorizable cross section,

Eq. (11) can be used to solve for f1(v) (see also [49–52]):
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This result allows us to gain information on the velocity
distribution of dark matter evaluated at the minimum
velocity to scatter for a given recoil energy ER. With
scattering data over the range Emin

R < ER < Emax
R , we

obtain information on the velocity distribution f(v) over
a range of v: vmin(Emin

R ) < v < vmin(Emax
R ).

For an ensemble of WIMPs, ⌅i, without dark matter
form factors, the inversion result can be written as
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“weighted” by the factors
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For an ensemble of WIMPs with form factors, no simple
closed form can be written.

V. f-CONDITION

There is valuable information that can be extracted
from Eqs. (14) and (15). We know the velocity distribu-
tion of dark matter must be positive for all v,

f(v) ⇤ 0 , (17)

which we call the “f -condition”. Using this condition,
the right-hand side of Eq. (14) must be positive. Simi-
larly the f -condition also places constraints on the terms
appearing in Eq. (15).
Consider the case of single WIMP with standard elas-

tic scattering without a dark matter form factor, � = 0
and F 2

�(ER) = 1. From Eq. (14) we conclude that the de-
convoluted scattering rate is always a decreasing function
of ER.
A more striking consequence is reached if a rising de-

convoluted scattering rate is ever observed. Should there
be a range of data where the deconvoluted scattering rate
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Here we use the reduced mass defined with respect to the
incoming particles,

µ ⇤ m�mN

m� +mN
. (1)

The recoil energy of the collision is ER = q2/2m�
N with

q2 = p2 + p�2 � 2p p� cos ⇥com . (2)

The recoil of energy ER, velocity v and cos ⇥lab are related
by,

v2

2
��

m�

m��
� v

m�

m��

⇣
2mN �ER cos ⇥lab

�
⌃
ER

⌅
1 +

mN �

m��

⇧
+ �� + �N

⌥
= 0 . (3)

Define � ⇤ �� + �N . If � > 0, we can safely perform an
expansion in �/m ⌅ 1 to obtain

vmin =
1⌥

2mNER

⌅
mNER

µ
+ �

⇧
. (4)

which taking �N ⇧ 0 is the well-known result for in-
elastic dark matter (iDM) [40–42]. By “safe” we mean
that our upper bound on vmin, which is in the far non-
relativistic regime, automatically implies |�| ⌅ m�,mN

to allow scattering to be kinematically possible.
Up to higher order terms in �/m, we obtain an expres-

sion for the recoil energy

E2
R + 2ER

µ

mN
(� � µv2 cos2 ⇥lab) +

µ2

m2
N

�2 = 0 (5)

The recoil energy is unique for a given fixed scattering
relative velocity v and nucleus recoil angle ⇥lab and can
be solved by the usual quadratic formula,

ER =
µ

mN

⇤�
µv2 cos2 ⇥lab � �

⇥
(6)

±(µv2 cos2 ⇥lab)
1/2
�
µv2 cos2 ⇥lab � 2�

⇥1/2✏
.

This result has the well known feature that the smallest
recoil energies come from maximizing v2 cos2 ⇥lab, corre-
sponding physically to head-on collisions at the highest
velocities available.

III. EVENT DISTRIBUTIONS

Our basic assumptions consist of assuming the scat-
tering process is o⇥ only one type of nuclei. We will,
however, remain general with respect to the possibility of
multiple WIMPs with di⇥erent masses, abundances, and
cross sections. One might think it requires a large coin-
cidence to have several dark matter particles with cross
sections large enough to produce events in an experiment.
However, there are well known counterexamples where it
can be natural to have the abundance of particles to be

independent of their mass (and thus, have several candi-
dates of di⇥erent masses with similar abundances, using
for example the WIMPless miracle [43]).
The event rate of dark matter scattering [44], di⇥eren-

tial in ER, is determined by
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�
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NT ⇤�i

m�i

� vmax

vi,min

d3⇧vi fi(⇧vi(t))
d⌅i|⇧vi|
dER

, (7)

where the sum is over di⇥erent species of WIMPs, mN ⌃
Amp is the nucleus mass with mp the proton mass and
A the atomic number. The recoil energy depends on the
kinematics of the collision, as described above. Given
our assumption of no significant time variation in the
rate, f(⇧vi(t)) ⇧ f(⇧vi), and thus we are e⇥ectively ne-
glecting the Earth’s motion around the Sun. This is a
reasonable approximation so long we are probing veloci-
ties larger than Earth’s velocity in the Sun’s frame, i.e.,
vmax � 30 km/s. Typically the maximum speed is taken
to be vmax = vearth + vesc, the galactic escape velocity
boosted into the Earth frame. However, vmax is ulti-
mately determined by the (unknown) details of the dark
matter velocity distribution in Earth frame.
Given our assumption of no direction dependent signal,

we can carry out the angular integral in Eq. (7), reduc-
ing it to a one dimensional integral where we introduce
the quantity1 f1(v) =

�
d�f(⇧v). The di⇥erential rate

becomes
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µiv2i
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in terms of the nuclear form factor F 2
N (ER). There are

several possible forms for the scattering cross section
⌅̄i(v, ER), depending on the interaction,
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The di⇥erent forms for ⌅̄ correspond to functional forms
of known dark matter scattering that contain velocity
and/or recoil energy dependence. The first possibility,
a constant independent of v and ER is the well-known
isotropic (s-wave) cross section that results at lowest
order in the non-relativistic expansion from many dark
matter models.

1 The velocity distribution is normalized such that
�
d3vf(v) = 1.

3

Is a signal a measurement of particle physics or 
astrophysics?

The second possibility contains a dark matter form fac-
tor F�i (following the standard normalization convention
F�i(ER = 0) = 1) and commonly occurs in models of
composite dark matter [45–47]. Our formalism will han-
dle the factorizable forms, i.e., the first three of Eq. (10),
which incorporates the vast bulk of what has been consid-
ered in the literature. We will not, however, consider the
cross sections that contain completely arbitrary nonfac-
torizable velocity and recoil energy dependence [c.f., the
most general form written on the fourth line of Eq. (10)].

We now turn to the question of what can be inferred
from a signal in direct detection experiments using (8)
without making any assumptions about f1 or the dark
matter scattering cross section ⇤0. We will however,
make an assumption about the maximum dark matter
speed, vmax, and we will demonstrate how the derived
dark matter properties depend on this assumption.

IV. DECONVOLUTED SCATTERING RATE

Since the scattering rate (8) in any given direct de-
tection experiment is proportional to the nuclear form
factor, we first factor it out. This leads to a definition of
a new quantity, R, that we call the “deconvoluted scat-

tering rate” – deconvoluted of the nuclear form factor,
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=
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⌃ vmax
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dvi vifi1(vi)⇤̄i(vi, ER). (11)

Some overall factors have been buried into a normaliza-
tion factor, Ni = NT ⇥�i/(µ

2
im�i). While there are im-

portant uncertainties in the determination of dark mat-
ter nuclear form factors from nuclear data [48], this is
not our concern. Errors on the deconvoluted scattering
rate ought to take into account nuclear form factor un-
certainties.
Next, taking a derivative with respect to ER we find
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For arbitrary 2 ⌅ 2 kinematics (elastic or inelastic), we
can replace

vi,min
dvi,min
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=
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. (13)

This is as far as we can go with a general signal from an
ensemble of WIMPs with arbitrary cross sections.
For a single WIMP with a factorizable cross section,

Eq. (11) can be used to solve for f1(v) (see also [49–52]):

f1(vmin(ER)) = � 4µ2E2
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This result allows us to gain information on the velocity
distribution of dark matter evaluated at the minimum
velocity to scatter for a given recoil energy ER. With
scattering data over the range Emin

R < ER < Emax
R , we

obtain information on the velocity distribution f(v) over
a range of v: vmin(Emin

R ) < v < vmin(Emax
R ).

For an ensemble of WIMPs, ⌅i, without dark matter
form factors, the inversion result can be written as

dR
dER

=
⇧
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wi(v, ER)fi1(v) , (15)

where the velocity distributions of the WIMPs are
“weighted” by the factors

wi(v, ER) = �1
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For an ensemble of WIMPs with form factors, no simple
closed form can be written.

V. f-CONDITION

There is valuable information that can be extracted
from Eqs. (14) and (15). We know the velocity distribu-
tion of dark matter must be positive for all v,

f(v) ⇤ 0 , (17)

which we call the “f -condition”. Using this condition,
the right-hand side of Eq. (14) must be positive. Simi-
larly the f -condition also places constraints on the terms
appearing in Eq. (15).
Consider the case of single WIMP with standard elas-

tic scattering without a dark matter form factor, � = 0
and F 2

�(ER) = 1. From Eq. (14) we conclude that the de-
convoluted scattering rate is always a decreasing function
of ER.
A more striking consequence is reached if a rising de-

convoluted scattering rate is ever observed. Should there
be a range of data where the deconvoluted scattering rate
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f-condition:

The second possibility contains a dark matter form fac-
tor F�i (following the standard normalization convention
F�i(ER = 0) = 1) and commonly occurs in models of
composite dark matter [45–47]. Our formalism will han-
dle the factorizable forms, i.e., the first three of Eq. (10),
which incorporates the vast bulk of what has been consid-
ered in the literature. We will not, however, consider the
cross sections that contain completely arbitrary nonfac-
torizable velocity and recoil energy dependence [c.f., the
most general form written on the fourth line of Eq. (10)].

We now turn to the question of what can be inferred
from a signal in direct detection experiments using (8)
without making any assumptions about f1 or the dark
matter scattering cross section ⇤0. We will however,
make an assumption about the maximum dark matter
speed, vmax, and we will demonstrate how the derived
dark matter properties depend on this assumption.
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Since the scattering rate (8) in any given direct de-
tection experiment is proportional to the nuclear form
factor, we first factor it out. This leads to a definition of
a new quantity, R, that we call the “deconvoluted scat-
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im�i). While there are im-

portant uncertainties in the determination of dark mat-
ter nuclear form factors from nuclear data [48], this is
not our concern. Errors on the deconvoluted scattering
rate ought to take into account nuclear form factor un-
certainties.
Next, taking a derivative with respect to ER we find
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This is as far as we can go with a general signal from an
ensemble of WIMPs with arbitrary cross sections.
For a single WIMP with a factorizable cross section,

Eq. (11) can be used to solve for f1(v) (see also [49–52]):
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This result allows us to gain information on the velocity
distribution of dark matter evaluated at the minimum
velocity to scatter for a given recoil energy ER. With
scattering data over the range Emin

R < ER < Emax
R , we

obtain information on the velocity distribution f(v) over
a range of v: vmin(Emin

R ) < v < vmin(Emax
R ).

For an ensemble of WIMPs, ⌅i, without dark matter
form factors, the inversion result can be written as

dR
dER

=
⇧
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wi(v, ER)fi1(v) , (15)

where the velocity distributions of the WIMPs are
“weighted” by the factors

wi(v, ER) = �1
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For an ensemble of WIMPs with form factors, no simple
closed form can be written.

V. f-CONDITION

There is valuable information that can be extracted
from Eqs. (14) and (15). We know the velocity distribu-
tion of dark matter must be positive for all v,

f(v) ⇤ 0 , (17)

which we call the “f -condition”. Using this condition,
the right-hand side of Eq. (14) must be positive. Simi-
larly the f -condition also places constraints on the terms
appearing in Eq. (15).
Consider the case of single WIMP with standard elas-

tic scattering without a dark matter form factor, � = 0
and F 2

�(ER) = 1. From Eq. (14) we conclude that the de-
convoluted scattering rate is always a decreasing function
of ER.
A more striking consequence is reached if a rising de-

convoluted scattering rate is ever observed. Should there
be a range of data where the deconvoluted scattering rate
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FIG. 1. Some examples of the relationship between velocity distribution (LH plots) and observed recoil spectrum, dR/dER,
(red dashed in RH plots) and deconvoluted spectrum, R, (blue solid in RH plots). The dark matter mass is taken to be 100
GeV with elastic scattering o↵ xenon.

elastic scattering, the result is particularly simple,

µ
min

=

s
m

N

E
R

2v2
max

, (19)

demonstrating that the strongest lower bound on the
dark matter mass comes from the highest recoil energy
events at the maximum dark matter velocity (in Earth
frame). We illustrate this bound in Fig. 2, by showing
the bound on mmin

�

as a function of v
max

for four possible
values of the maximum recoil energy from a distribution
of events where dark matter scatters o↵ xenon. In the
next section, we will see that the analogous constraints
on mmin

�

for inelastic dark matter depends on the inelas-
tic threshold.

The deconvoluted scattering rate, Eq. (14), takes on
the simple form in eDM,

f
1

(v) = � 4E
R

m2

N

N �̃
0

(v)

dR
dE

R

. (20)

The positivity of f(v) (and �̃
0

(v)) means that for elastic
scattering the spectrum of recoil events must be a mono-
tonically decreasing function of energy. If this is not ob-
served, we can immediately rule out elastic scattering,
completely independently of any assumptions about how
it couples to nuclei or how it is distributed in our galaxy.
We now discuss what can be determined if indeed a

falling spectrum is observed. As a surrogate for experi-
mental data, and to demonstrate our technique, we gen-
erate pseudo-data for a 100 GeV WIMP elastically scat-
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Speed distribution is positive semidefinite

g(v)

The second possibility contains a dark matter form fac-
tor F�i (following the standard normalization convention
F�i(ER = 0) = 1) and commonly occurs in models of
composite dark matter [45–47]. Our formalism will han-
dle the factorizable forms, i.e., the first three of Eq. (10),
which incorporates the vast bulk of what has been consid-
ered in the literature. We will not, however, consider the
cross sections that contain completely arbitrary nonfac-
torizable velocity and recoil energy dependence [c.f., the
most general form written on the fourth line of Eq. (10)].

We now turn to the question of what can be inferred
from a signal in direct detection experiments using (8)
without making any assumptions about f1 or the dark
matter scattering cross section ⇤0. We will however,
make an assumption about the maximum dark matter
speed, vmax, and we will demonstrate how the derived
dark matter properties depend on this assumption.

IV. DECONVOLUTED SCATTERING RATE

Since the scattering rate (8) in any given direct de-
tection experiment is proportional to the nuclear form
factor, we first factor it out. This leads to a definition of
a new quantity, R, that we call the “deconvoluted scat-

tering rate” – deconvoluted of the nuclear form factor,

R ⇥ 1

F 2
N (ER)

dR

dER

=
⇧

i

NimN

⌃ vmax

vi,min

dvi vifi1(vi)⇤̄i(vi, ER). (11)

Some overall factors have been buried into a normaliza-
tion factor, Ni = NT ⇥�i/(µ

2
im�i). While there are im-

portant uncertainties in the determination of dark mat-
ter nuclear form factors from nuclear data [48], this is
not our concern. Errors on the deconvoluted scattering
rate ought to take into account nuclear form factor un-
certainties.
Next, taking a derivative with respect to ER we find

dR
dER

=
⇧

i

NimN

⇤⌃ vmax

vi,min

dvivifi1(vi)
d⇤̄i(vi, ER)

dER

�vi,min
dvi,min

dER
fi1(vi,min)⇤̄(vi,min, ER)

⇥
. (12)

For arbitrary 2 ⌅ 2 kinematics (elastic or inelastic), we
can replace

vi,min
dvi,min

dER
=

m2
NE2

R � µ2
i �

2
i

4mNµ2
iE

2
R

. (13)

This is as far as we can go with a general signal from an
ensemble of WIMPs with arbitrary cross sections.
For a single WIMP with a factorizable cross section,

Eq. (11) can be used to solve for f1(v) (see also [49–52]):

f1(vmin(ER)) = � 4µ2E2
R

m2
NE2

R � µ2�2
1

N⇤0(vmin(ER))F 2
�(ER)

⇤
dR
dER

�R 1

F 2
�(ER)

dF 2
�(ER)

dER

⌅
. (14)

This result allows us to gain information on the velocity
distribution of dark matter evaluated at the minimum
velocity to scatter for a given recoil energy ER. With
scattering data over the range Emin

R < ER < Emax
R , we

obtain information on the velocity distribution f(v) over
a range of v: vmin(Emin

R ) < v < vmin(Emax
R ).

For an ensemble of WIMPs, ⌅i, without dark matter
form factors, the inversion result can be written as

dR
dER

=
⇧

i

wi(v, ER)fi1(v) , (15)

where the velocity distributions of the WIMPs are
“weighted” by the factors

wi(v, ER) = �1

4

�
m2

N

µ2
i

� �2i
E2

R

⇥
Ni⇤i0(v) (16)

For an ensemble of WIMPs with form factors, no simple
closed form can be written.

V. f-CONDITION

There is valuable information that can be extracted
from Eqs. (14) and (15). We know the velocity distribu-
tion of dark matter must be positive for all v,

f(v) ⇤ 0 , (17)

which we call the “f -condition”. Using this condition,
the right-hand side of Eq. (14) must be positive. Simi-
larly the f -condition also places constraints on the terms
appearing in Eq. (15).
Consider the case of single WIMP with standard elas-

tic scattering without a dark matter form factor, � = 0
and F 2

�(ER) = 1. From Eq. (14) we conclude that the de-
convoluted scattering rate is always a decreasing function
of ER.
A more striking consequence is reached if a rising de-

convoluted scattering rate is ever observed. Should there
be a range of data where the deconvoluted scattering rate

4
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FIG. 1. Some examples of the relationship between velocity distribution (LH plots) and observed recoil spectrum, dR/dER,
(red dashed in RH plots) and deconvoluted spectrum, R, (blue solid in RH plots). The dark matter mass is taken to be 100
GeV with elastic scattering o↵ xenon.

elastic scattering, the result is particularly simple,

µ
min

=

s
m

N

E
R

2v2
max

, (19)

demonstrating that the strongest lower bound on the
dark matter mass comes from the highest recoil energy
events at the maximum dark matter velocity (in Earth
frame). We illustrate this bound in Fig. 2, by showing
the bound on mmin

�

as a function of v
max

for four possible
values of the maximum recoil energy from a distribution
of events where dark matter scatters o↵ xenon. In the
next section, we will see that the analogous constraints
on mmin

�

for inelastic dark matter depends on the inelas-
tic threshold.

The deconvoluted scattering rate, Eq. (14), takes on
the simple form in eDM,

f
1

(v) = � 4E
R

m2

N

N �̃
0

(v)

dR
dE

R

. (20)

The positivity of f(v) (and �̃
0

(v)) means that for elastic
scattering the spectrum of recoil events must be a mono-
tonically decreasing function of energy. If this is not ob-
served, we can immediately rule out elastic scattering,
completely independently of any assumptions about how
it couples to nuclei or how it is distributed in our galaxy.
We now discuss what can be determined if indeed a

falling spectrum is observed. As a surrogate for experi-
mental data, and to demonstrate our technique, we gen-
erate pseudo-data for a 100 GeV WIMP elastically scat-

6

f(v)
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Two experiments allow us to test 
particle physics independent of 
astrophysics
1) Make hypothesis about DM e.g. elastically scattering DM 
with mass 10 GeV and x-sec 10-41 cm2

2) Use experiment A to extract astrophysics i.e. rho x g(v)
3) Use these extracted astrophysics properties to predict 
result at experiment B
4) Compare to B’s measurement/bound
5) Rule in or out each particle physics hypothesis 

Doesn’t allow extraction of unique x-sec, mass
Experiments must run over same part of year
Other uncertainties (nuclear, atomic etc not addressed)
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This brings to the central point of our e�orts: to make a comparison between two ex-

periments one must first determine whether the vmin space probed by the two experiments

overlaps. As a matter of practical course, a given experiment has a lower energy threshold

Emin, which can be translated into a lower bound on the vmin range. If experiment 1 has

data for the di�erential rate of DM scattering in their experiment, dR1/dER at energies E(1)
i

this can be used to predict a rate at energy E(2)
i at experiment 2, dR2/dER, or vice versa if

experiment 2 has the signal. Thus, we have

[E(1)
low, E

(1)
low] �⇥ [vlowmin, v

high
min ] �⇥ [E(2)

low, E
(2)
high], (6)

where

[E(2)
low, E

(2)
high] =

µ2
2M

(1)
T

µ2
1M

(2)
T

[E(1)
low, E

(1)
high]. (7)

We can invert (1) to solve for g(vmin) limited to the range vmin ⇤ [vlowmin,1, v
high
min,2]

g(vmin) =
2m�µ2

NA�mp ⇥ ⇤(ER)

dR1

dE1
(8)

This then allows us to explicitly state the expected rate for experiment two, again 2 re-

stricted to the energy range dictated by the appropriate velocity range i.e. E ⇤ [E(2)
low, E

(2)
high].

Analogous to the energy mapping above, we have a rate mapping,

dR1

dE1
�⇥ g(vmin) �⇥ dR2

dE2
, (9)

with

dR2

dER
(E2) =

�(2)µ2
1

�(1)µ2
2

⇤2(E2)

⇤1

�
µ2
1 M

(2)
T

µ2
2M

(1)
T

E2

⇥ dR1

dER

⇤
µ2
1 M

(2)
T

µ2
2 M

(1)
T

E2

⌅
. (10)

Equations (7), (8) and (10) are the central results of this paper. They make no astrophysical

assumptions, but only rely upon the assumption that an actual signal has been observed.

We now focus on the SI case, since there are a greater number of experiments probing

this scenario, but the analysis for SD is similar. In this (SI) case we can use (5) to rewrite

2 Since g(v), by its definition, is a monotonically decreasing function of vmin, one can in principle go to

lower energies as well, but one may only place a lower bound on the predicted rate, rather than make a

true prediction.
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5

Solve for g(v)

For instance, [38] argued that an independent comparison for the iodine spin-independent

explanation of DAMA could be made by studying the comparable range of energy at a

Xenon target, given their kinematical similarity. It was pointed out in [39] that there is an

overlap in velocity space between the � 1keVee signal at CoGeNT and the 7 keVr threshold

at CDMS-Si. With positive results at two experiments, a measurement of the WIMP mass

can be done without assuming a halo model [40]. Finally, [41] studied the possibility of

extracting f(v) from dark matter experiments in the future when large signals have been

found.

In this paper, we take a di�erent approach. Rather than attempt to find the physical

function f(v), or study variations in it, we attempt to directly map experimental signals from

one detector to another. We do this by focusing on integral quantities, namely g(vmin) =
�
vmin

dvf(v)/v and
�
dv vg(v). We determine the robustness of constraints by considering

the relationship between recoil energy and vmin space, rather than actual velocity space.

Although in our approaches we will gain less information about astrophysics, we can compare

experiments even when f(v) cannot be reliably extracted.

II. vmin RANGES AND ASTROPHYSICS-INDEPENDENT SCATTERING

RATES

Our approach will be simple: we will endeavor to map an energy range in a given ex-

periment into the halo velocity space, and from there into any other experiment we wish to

compare to. In this way, we can determine what energy ranges of experiments can be di-

rectly compared. In optimal situations, we will be able to extract g(v), while in less optimal

situations we will only be able to discuss total rates.

We begin with the di�erential rate at a direct detection experiment, which for elastically

scattering DM is given by,

dR

dER
=

NTMT⇥

2m�µ2
⇤(ER) g(vmin) , (1)

where µ is the DM-nucleus reduced mass, and NT = �NAmp/MT is the number of target

scattering sites per kg with NA Avogadro’s number and � the mass fraction of the detector

that is scattering DM. The function g(vmin) is related to the integral of the DM speed

3

The master formula (SI):
(10) in a simple form

dR2

dER
(E2) =

C(2)
T

C(1)
T

F 2
2 (E2)

F 2
1

⇤
µ2
1 M

(2)
T

µ2
2M

(1)
T

E2

⌅ dR1

dER

⇧
µ2
1 M

(2)
T

µ2
2 M

(1)
T

E2

⌃
, (11)

where we have introduced a target specific coe⇥cient

C(i)
T = ⇥(i)

�
fp Z

(i) + fn (A
(i) � Z(i))

⇥2
. (12)

In certain situations di�erential rates may not be available and instead it is only possible

to compare total rates, this is the situation at present with CRESST. In general the total

rate at a particular experiment with energy — and corresponding velocity — thresholds of

(Elow, vlowmin) and (Ehigh, v
high
min ), can be expressed as,

R =
2NA⇤mp

m�

⇥

MT

⌥ vhigh

vlow

dv �(ER)⌅(ER(v))vg(v) . (13)

For the particular case of SI on which we are focused this becomes,

R =

⇤
2NA⇤ ⌅pmp

m� µ2
n� f

2
p

⌅⇤
µ2CT

MT

⌅⌥ vhigh

vlow

dv �(ER)F
2(ER(v))vg(v) , (14)

where �(ER) an an energy-dependent e⇥ciency. To compare two experiments, we must

extract the energy dependent terms from the integral. So while we make no assumptions

about g(v), we evaluate the form factor at a value Ē2 = Ē1µ2
2M

(1)
T /µ2

1M
(2)
T where the ra-

tio �2(Ē2)F 2
2 (Ē2)/�1(Ē1)F 2

1 (Ē1) is minimized or maximized, depending on whether we are

considering a putative signal or constraint. Thus comparisons of rates at two experiments

may then be simply compared by taking ratios of CT with the form factor evaluated at the

conservative value Ē,

R2 ⇥
�2(Ē2)F 2

2 (Ē2)

�1(Ē1)F 2
1 (Ē1)

C(2)
T

C(1)
T

M (1)
T

M (2)
T

µ2
2

µ2
1

R1 . (15)

In order to determine what comparisons can be made between experiments, we must ex-

amine the relevant velocity space they probe. We re-emphasize that the signal at energy

Elow < E < Ehigh is sensitive to all particles with velocity greater than vmin(E,MN ,M�)

through the integral g(vmin). A separate experiment with threshold Ẽ will o�er constraints

independent of astrophysics if the resulting minimum velocity ṽ < v2. The optimal limits are

reached when ṽ < v1. We illustrate this in Fig. 1 for an ensemble of experiments, some with

6
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This brings to the central point of our e�orts: to make a comparison between two ex-

periments one must first determine whether the vmin space probed by the two experiments

overlaps. As a matter of practical course, a given experiment has a lower energy threshold

Emin, which can be translated into a lower bound on the vmin range. If experiment 1 has

data for the di�erential rate of DM scattering in their experiment, dR1/dER at energies E(1)
i

this can be used to predict a rate at energy E(2)
i at experiment 2, dR2/dER, or vice versa if

experiment 2 has the signal. Thus, we have

[E(1)
low, E

(1)
low] �⇥ [vlowmin, v

high
min ] �⇥ [E(2)

low, E
(2)
high], (6)
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[E(2)
low, E

(2)
high] =

µ2
2M

(1)
T

µ2
1M

(2)
T

[E(1)
low, E

(1)
high]. (7)

We can invert (1) to solve for g(vmin) limited to the range vmin ⇤ [vlowmin,1, v
high
min,2]

g(vmin) =
2m�µ2

NA�mp ⇥ ⇤(ER)

dR1

dE1
(8)

This then allows us to explicitly state the expected rate for experiment two, again 2 re-

stricted to the energy range dictated by the appropriate velocity range i.e. E ⇤ [E(2)
low, E

(2)
high].

Analogous to the energy mapping above, we have a rate mapping,

dR1

dE1
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dE2
, (9)
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⌅
. (10)

Equations (7), (8) and (10) are the central results of this paper. They make no astrophysical

assumptions, but only rely upon the assumption that an actual signal has been observed.

We now focus on the SI case, since there are a greater number of experiments probing

this scenario, but the analysis for SD is similar. In this (SI) case we can use (5) to rewrite

2 Since g(v), by its definition, is a monotonically decreasing function of vmin, one can in principle go to

lower energies as well, but one may only place a lower bound on the predicted rate, rather than make a

true prediction.
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assumptions, but only rely upon the assumption that an actual signal has been observed.

We now focus on the SI case, since there are a greater number of experiments probing

this scenario, but the analysis for SD is similar. In this (SI) case we can use (5) to rewrite

2 Since g(v), by its definition, is a monotonically decreasing function of vmin, one can in principle go to

lower energies as well, but one may only place a lower bound on the predicted rate, rather than make a

true prediction.
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energies F 2
Xe(E

Xe
R ), F 2

Ge(E
Ge
R ) � 1). The dashed line is the lower bound on the rate at low energies,

using the monotonically falling nature of g(vmin).

discussion in [41]), and thus the value at the low end of this range is a lower bound for

lower values of v. This is not especially relevant for our analysis here, but would be likely

relevant in situations where the other experiments could probe lower energies as well.

Since we will compare this with the XENON10 experiment, we choose fp = 1 and fn = 0,

which is motivated from light mediators mixing with the photon, since it will give the most

lenient bounds. Using (11) we can map the CoGeNT signal onto a Xenon target, and study

the signal that would arise at XENON10. We show this in figure 2.

What is remarkable about this figure is that – once the CoGeNT signal is specified – the

expected rate on a Xenon target is completely unambiguous (and similarly on any other

target). This involves no assumptions about the halo escape velocity, velocity dispersion, or

even the assumption that the velocity distribution is Maxwellian, but requires only an input

of the WIMP mass.

After taking into account exposure and the detector e�ciencies (MIN, MED and MAX

cases described above) we can predict the total number of events predicted by the CoGeNT

13

m! = 10 GeV
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FIG. 7: A comparison of measurements and constraints of the astrophysical observable g(v) [see

relevant expressions in (1),(2),(8)] for m� = 10 GeV: CoGeNT (blue), CDMS-Si (red, solid),

CDMS-Ge (green, dot-dashed), XENON10 - MIN Leff (purple, dashed), and XENON10 - MED

Leff (gray, dotted). CoGeNT values assume the events arise from elastically scattering dark

matter, while for other experiments, regions above and to the right of the lines are excluded at

90% confidence. The jagged features of the CDMS-Ge curve arise from the presence of the two

detected events.

To determine this plot, in the presence of a positive signal, one needs merely to read o�

g(v) from (8). In the absence of a (clear) signal, there is always a certain element of choice in

how one quantifies a constraint. However, one can exploit the fact that g is a monotonically

decreasing function, so for our constraints, we simply assume that g(v) is constant below

v, and assume a Poisson limit on the integral of (8) from the experimental threshold to v.

However, other techniques could also be used.

This approach with a g � v plot has numerous advantages over the traditional m� � �

plots. It makes manifest what the relationships between the di�erent experiments are in

terms of what vmin-space is probed, and shows (for a given mass) whether tensions exist.

Moreover, the quantity g(v) is extremely tightly linked to the data, with only a rescaling
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g(v) from (8). In the absence of a (clear) signal, there is always a certain element of choice in

how one quantifies a constraint. However, one can exploit the fact that g is a monotonically

decreasing function, so for our constraints, we simply assume that g(v) is constant below

v, and assume a Poisson limit on the integral of (8) from the experimental threshold to v.

However, other techniques could also be used.

This approach with a g � v plot has numerous advantages over the traditional m� � �

plots. It makes manifest what the relationships between the di�erent experiments are in
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Figure 2. The CDMS-Si and XENON10/100 results translated into vmin-space. The upper panels
show the case m� = 9 GeV for two choices of binning. In the left (right) panel the bin width is 2 keV
(3 keV). The choice of binning does not alter our conclusions. For all the cases considered, the region
of vmin-space probed by CDMS-Si is constrained by XENON10/100.

3 Analysing the experiments in vmin-space

We have seen that many parameters need to be specified before a theoretical prediction for
the number of scattering events in a direct detection experiment can be compared with the
observed number. While a parameter such as the local DM density a↵ects all experiments
in the same way, other parameters can change the number of events in one experiment
while having no impact on another experiment. A useful technique to gain insight into this
involves mapping the experimental result into v

min

-space [35]. If experiments probe di↵erent
regions of this space, they will be a↵ected di↵erently by varying parameters such as the local
escape velocity v

esc

; conversely, if experiments probe the same region of v
min

-space, then
modifying such parameters cannot improve agreement between the experiments. We first
apply this technique in the usual way to astrophysical parameters, before applying it also to
momentum-dependent interactions. Our discussion and notation closely follow [36].

3.1 Varying astrophysical parameters

After substituting the usual parameterisation of the cross-section for spin-independent scat-
tering from Eq. (2.5) into Eq. (2.1), we see that direct detection experiments do not di-

– 6 –
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(3 keV). The choice of binning does not alter our conclusions. For all the cases considered, the region
of vmin-space probed by CDMS-Si is constrained by XENON10/100.

3 Analysing the experiments in vmin-space

We have seen that many parameters need to be specified before a theoretical prediction for
the number of scattering events in a direct detection experiment can be compared with the
observed number. While a parameter such as the local DM density a↵ects all experiments
in the same way, other parameters can change the number of events in one experiment
while having no impact on another experiment. A useful technique to gain insight into this
involves mapping the experimental result into v

min

-space [35]. If experiments probe di↵erent
regions of this space, they will be a↵ected di↵erently by varying parameters such as the local
escape velocity v

esc

; conversely, if experiments probe the same region of v
min

-space, then
modifying such parameters cannot improve agreement between the experiments. We first
apply this technique in the usual way to astrophysical parameters, before applying it also to
momentum-dependent interactions. Our discussion and notation closely follow [36].

3.1 Varying astrophysical parameters

After substituting the usual parameterisation of the cross-section for spin-independent scat-
tering from Eq. (2.5) into Eq. (2.1), we see that direct detection experiments do not di-
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Figure 1. CDMS-II-Si events (crosses), interpreted as a measurement of the unmodulated WIMP
rate ⌘

0

, compared to the most stringent upper bounds on ⌘
0

, for WIMPs with mass m = 9 GeV/c2,
spin-independent interactions with nuclei, and (left) isospin-conserving fn/fp = 1 or (right) isospin-
violating fn/fp = �0.7 couplings. For the isospin-conserving couplings, there is tension between the
CDMS-II-Si events and the XENON100 limits, and a detailed statistical analysis would be necessary
to quantify their degree of compatibility. For isospin-violating couplings, the CDMS-II-Si events are
compatible with all bounds (and the most stringent bound between 400 and 800 km/s in v

min

is from
the CDMS-II-Si data themselves).

energy resolution we use the Poisson fluctuation formula and a Gaussian single photoelectron
resolution with �

PMT

= 0.5 PE [30].
XENON10. We take the data from Ref. [12] and compute an upper limit following the

procedure in Ref. [20]. (We corrected a mistake in the computer program that a↵ected the
conversion from recoil energy to number of photoelectrons; after this correction, the limit is
more stringent.) Again for the energy resolution we use the Poisson fluctuation formula and
single photoelectron Gaussian resolution with �

PMT

= 0.5 PE. The exposure is 1.2 kg ⇥12.5
days. We consider the 32 events within the 1.4 keV-10 keV acceptance box in the Phys. Rev.
Lett. article (not the arXiv preprint).

SIMPLE. We consider only the Stage 2 [16], a C
2

ClF
5

detector with an exposure of
6.71 kg days, one observed event above 8 keV, and an expected background of 2.2 ± 0.30
events. We use the Feldman-Cousins method [31] to place an upper limit of 3.16 expected
signal events for a 2.2 expected background and 1 observed event, at the 95% confidence
level.

CRESST-II.We take the histogram of events in Fig. 11 of Ref. [9]. The electromagnetic
background is modeled as one e/� event in the first energy bin of each module. The exposure
is 730 kg days. We assume a maximum WIMP velocity in the Galaxy such that W recoils
can be neglected. A light WIMP will scatter however on both Ca and O, thus complicating
the issue of associating to any range in detected energy [E0

1

, E0
2

] a range in v
min

since the
correspondence depends on the target mass. To do this, we follow the procedure described
in Ref. [20].

4 Results

Figs. 1 to 5 show our results for a WIMP with spin-independent interactions and either
isospin-conserving couplings (fn/fp = 1) or isospin-violating couplings (fn/fp = �0.7). In
all the figures, the vertical axis shows the quantity ⌘̃c2, which has units of inverse days.

– 5 –
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Clearly some tension, but how much?

What do I have to believe in order to believe this 
result is DM?

hS1i = LyLeff
Sn

Se
Enr

2

as the recently reported two events in the XENON100
search region [1], they do not.

It appears that a nuclear recoil energy reconstruction
based directly on Lindhard theory is possible in liquid
xenon [5]. The method employed in this work is very
nearly equivalent to that, but framed so as to make an
explicit connection with the historical method, and with
the experimentally measured quantities.

Figure 1 shows the results of a simulation of the nu-
clear recoil response of a hypothetical liquid xenon detec-
tor. The results are plotted in the customary variables,
though other choices are possible [9], and may be useful
considering the relative size of ↵1 and ↵2. The simulation
method is described in [10], and reproduces the relevant
binomial and Poisson statistical processes. It has been
shown to provide a hi-fidelity reproduction of XENON10
nuclear recoil calibration data. The detector-specific de-
tails were obtained from [11, 12]. The hypothetical de-
tector is therefore expected to exhibit a response simi-
lar to the XENON100 detector during its initial phase
of operation. Uncertainties are discussed in a separate
section. In this work, we took as inputs the nuclear re-
coil centroid reported in Fig. 3 of [11], and the central
Leff curve from [13] (shown in Fig. 2, lower panel, solid
curve). The simulated data are shown after subtracting
the electron recoil centroid (µER), which was also taken
from [11].
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FIG. 2: Nuclear recoil energy calibration data for liquid
xenon. The simulation assumes the solid curves. Events with
Enr < 2 keV were not simulated. Leff data reproduced from
[6] (stars), [7] (diamonds) and [8] (squares). Additional Qy

data from [15].

The simulation has only a single free parameter, the
ionization yield Qy ⌘ S2/Enr. It was allowed to float
until the simulation band centroid matched the nuclear
recoil centroid from data [11]. The agreement is very
good, within 1� of the statistical uncertainty on the
mean, above S1 = 3. Below S1 = 3, the agreement is
within 2�. The Qy curve so obtained is shown in Fig. 2

(solid curve). This does not guarantee that either Leff

or Qy are correct in absolute terms, but rather, as drawn,
are self-consistent with nuclear recoil band data. We note
that the lower (dashed) Qy curve is very consistent with
the NEST model [14].

In addition to the simulated nuclear recoil data, Fig. 1
shows the centroid µNR (dashed, green) and µNR�3�NR

(dashed, black). Also shown are the “software” S1 > 3
(dashed) and S2 > 150 (stippled) thresholds, as in [1].
The dashed curves define three walls of the dark matter
search box for our hypothetical detector. In a similar
(actual) search box, the XENON100 Collaboration re-
cently reported the observation of two events, which are
reproduced here. The stated event energies are 7.1 (cir-
cle) and 7.8 keV (star), and this appears very reasonable
according to the Enr / S1 scale given along the top axis.
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FIG. 3: The probability to observe a fluctuation equal to or
greater than the two events shown in Fig. 1, as a function of
nuclear recoil energy. The abcissa is the actual simulated en-
ergy (not the contours in Fig. 1), and the markers correspond
to the two events.

We used the simulated events to find contours of hEnri,
as shown in Fig. 1 (solid curves, with corresponding en-
ergy in keV). Because a downward fluctuation in S1 is
accompanied by an upward fluctuation in y, the contours
follow the S2 expectation value for each energy. This is
significantly di↵erent from the cartesian expectation im-
plied by Enr / S1 (notice that this scale is most correct
near the calibration centroid, near y ⇡ �0.4). Figure 3
shows the probability that a nuclear recoil of energy Enr

resulted in either of the two observed events. Only sim-
ulated events which produced a measurable S1 and S2
signal were considered.

The discussion up to this point has assumed a nuclear
recoil spectrum corresponding to an americium-berylium
neutron source, as is frequently used to calibrate the nu-
clear recoil response of liquid xenon detectors. In Fig.
4 we show the expected distributions of events for sev-
eral dark matter masses m�. The spectral distributions
were calculated assuming the same astrophysical param-
eters described in [1]. This clearly shows, particularly for
m� . 10 GeV, that the y coordinate also carries spectral
information. The point is perhaps obvious from the def-
inition of y, but it has been neglected in previous work.

P Sorensen

4

blinding cut. The ellipsoidal shape was optimized on ER
calibration data, also taking into account event leakage
into the signal region. A benchmark WIMP search re-
gion to quantify the background expectation and to be
used for the maximum gap analysis was defined from 6.6-
30.5 keVnr (3-20PE) in energy, by an upper 99.75% ER
rejection line in the discrimination parameter space, and
by the lines corresponding to S2>150 PE and a lower line
at ⇠97% acceptance from neutron calibration data (see
lines in Fig. 2, top).

Both NR and ER interactions contribute to the ex-
pected background for the WIMP search. The first is de-
termined from Monte Carlo simulations, using the mea-
sured intrinsic radioactive contamination of all detector
and shield materials [8] to calculate the neutron back-
ground from (↵, n) and spontaneous fission reactions, as
well as from muons, taking into account the muon energy
and angular dependence at LNGS. The expectation from
these neutron sources is (0.17+0.12

�0.07 ) events for the given
exposure and NR acceptance in the benchmark region.
About 70% of the neutron background is muon-induced.

ER background events originate from radioactivity of
the detector components and from � and � activity of
intrinsic radioactivity in the LXe target, such as 222Rn
and 85Kr. The latter background is most critical since it
cannot be reduced by fiducialization. Hence, for the dark
matter search reported here, a major e↵ort was made to
reduce the 85Kr contamination which a↵ected the sensi-
tivity of the previous search [6]. To estimate the total ER
background from all sources, the 60Co and 232Th calibra-
tion data is used, with >35 times more statistics in the
relevant energy range than in the dark matter data. The
calibration data is scaled to the dark matter exposure by
normalizing it to the number of events seen above the
blinding cut in the energy region of interest. The ma-
jority of ER background events is Gaussian distributed
in the discrimination parameter space, with a few events
leaking anomalously into the NR band. These anoma-
lous events can be due to double scatters with one energy
deposition inside the TPC and another one in a charge
insensitive region, such that the prompt S1 signal from
the two scatters is combined with only one charge signal
S2. Following the observed distribution in the calibration
data, the anomalous leakage events were parametrized by
a constant (exponential) function in the discrimination
parameter (S1 space). The ER background estimate in-
cluding Gaussian and anomalous events is (0.79 ± 0.16)
in the benchmark region, leading to a total background
expectation of (1.0± 0.2) events.

The background model used in the PL analysis em-
ploys the same assumptions and input spectra from MC
and calibration data. Its validity has been confirmed
prior to unblinding on the high-energy sideband and on
the vetoed data from 6.6-43.3 keVnr.

After unblinding, two events were observed in the
benchmark WIMP search region, see Fig. 2. With en-

ergies of 7.1 keVnr (3.3 PE) and 7.8 keVnr (3.8 PE) both
fall into the lowest PE bin used for this analysis. The
waveforms for both events are of high quality and their
S2/S1 value is at the lower edge of the NR band from
neutron calibration. There are no leakage events below
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FIG. 2: (Top) Event distribution in the discrimination param-
eter space log10(S2b/S1), flattened by subtracting the distri-
bution’s mean, as observed after unblinding using all analysis
cuts and a 34 kg fiducial volume (black squares). A lower
analysis threshold of 6.6 keVnr (NR equivalent energy scale) is
employed. The PL analysis uses an upper energy threshold of
43.3 keVnr (3-30 PE) and the benchmark WIMP search region
is limited to 30.5 keVnr (3-20PE). The negligible impact of the
S2>150PE threshold cut is indicated by the dashed-dotted
blue line and the signal region is restricted by a lower bor-
der running along the 97% NR quantile. An additional hard
S2b/S1 discrimination cut at 99.75% ER rejection defines the
benchmark WIMP search region from above (dotted green)
but is only used to cross check the PL inference. The his-
togram in red/gray indicates the NR band from the neutron
calibration. Two events fall into the benchmark region where
(1.0 ± 0.2) are expected from background. (Bottom) Spatial
event distribution inside the TPC using a 6.6-43.3 keVnr en-
ergy window. The 34 kg fiducial volume is indicated by the
red dashed line. Gray points are above the 99.75% rejection
line, black circles fall below.
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as the recently reported two events in the XENON100
search region [1], they do not.

It appears that a nuclear recoil energy reconstruction
based directly on Lindhard theory is possible in liquid
xenon [5]. The method employed in this work is very
nearly equivalent to that, but framed so as to make an
explicit connection with the historical method, and with
the experimentally measured quantities.

Figure 1 shows the results of a simulation of the nu-
clear recoil response of a hypothetical liquid xenon detec-
tor. The results are plotted in the customary variables,
though other choices are possible [9], and may be useful
considering the relative size of ↵1 and ↵2. The simulation
method is described in [10], and reproduces the relevant
binomial and Poisson statistical processes. It has been
shown to provide a hi-fidelity reproduction of XENON10
nuclear recoil calibration data. The detector-specific de-
tails were obtained from [11, 12]. The hypothetical de-
tector is therefore expected to exhibit a response simi-
lar to the XENON100 detector during its initial phase
of operation. Uncertainties are discussed in a separate
section. In this work, we took as inputs the nuclear re-
coil centroid reported in Fig. 3 of [11], and the central
Leff curve from [13] (shown in Fig. 2, lower panel, solid
curve). The simulated data are shown after subtracting
the electron recoil centroid (µER), which was also taken
from [11].
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data from [15].

The simulation has only a single free parameter, the
ionization yield Qy ⌘ S2/Enr. It was allowed to float
until the simulation band centroid matched the nuclear
recoil centroid from data [11]. The agreement is very
good, within 1� of the statistical uncertainty on the
mean, above S1 = 3. Below S1 = 3, the agreement is
within 2�. The Qy curve so obtained is shown in Fig. 2

(solid curve). This does not guarantee that either Leff

or Qy are correct in absolute terms, but rather, as drawn,
are self-consistent with nuclear recoil band data. We note
that the lower (dashed) Qy curve is very consistent with
the NEST model [14].

In addition to the simulated nuclear recoil data, Fig. 1
shows the centroid µNR (dashed, green) and µNR�3�NR

(dashed, black). Also shown are the “software” S1 > 3
(dashed) and S2 > 150 (stippled) thresholds, as in [1].
The dashed curves define three walls of the dark matter
search box for our hypothetical detector. In a similar
(actual) search box, the XENON100 Collaboration re-
cently reported the observation of two events, which are
reproduced here. The stated event energies are 7.1 (cir-
cle) and 7.8 keV (star), and this appears very reasonable
according to the Enr / S1 scale given along the top axis.
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FIG. 3: The probability to observe a fluctuation equal to or
greater than the two events shown in Fig. 1, as a function of
nuclear recoil energy. The abcissa is the actual simulated en-
ergy (not the contours in Fig. 1), and the markers correspond
to the two events.

We used the simulated events to find contours of hEnri,
as shown in Fig. 1 (solid curves, with corresponding en-
ergy in keV). Because a downward fluctuation in S1 is
accompanied by an upward fluctuation in y, the contours
follow the S2 expectation value for each energy. This is
significantly di↵erent from the cartesian expectation im-
plied by Enr / S1 (notice that this scale is most correct
near the calibration centroid, near y ⇡ �0.4). Figure 3
shows the probability that a nuclear recoil of energy Enr

resulted in either of the two observed events. Only sim-
ulated events which produced a measurable S1 and S2
signal were considered.

The discussion up to this point has assumed a nuclear
recoil spectrum corresponding to an americium-berylium
neutron source, as is frequently used to calibrate the nu-
clear recoil response of liquid xenon detectors. In Fig.
4 we show the expected distributions of events for sev-
eral dark matter masses m�. The spectral distributions
were calculated assuming the same astrophysical param-
eters described in [1]. This clearly shows, particularly for
m� . 10 GeV, that the y coordinate also carries spectral
information. The point is perhaps obvious from the def-
inition of y, but it has been neglected in previous work.
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blinding cut. The ellipsoidal shape was optimized on ER
calibration data, also taking into account event leakage
into the signal region. A benchmark WIMP search re-
gion to quantify the background expectation and to be
used for the maximum gap analysis was defined from 6.6-
30.5 keVnr (3-20PE) in energy, by an upper 99.75% ER
rejection line in the discrimination parameter space, and
by the lines corresponding to S2>150 PE and a lower line
at ⇠97% acceptance from neutron calibration data (see
lines in Fig. 2, top).

Both NR and ER interactions contribute to the ex-
pected background for the WIMP search. The first is de-
termined from Monte Carlo simulations, using the mea-
sured intrinsic radioactive contamination of all detector
and shield materials [8] to calculate the neutron back-
ground from (↵, n) and spontaneous fission reactions, as
well as from muons, taking into account the muon energy
and angular dependence at LNGS. The expectation from
these neutron sources is (0.17+0.12

�0.07 ) events for the given
exposure and NR acceptance in the benchmark region.
About 70% of the neutron background is muon-induced.

ER background events originate from radioactivity of
the detector components and from � and � activity of
intrinsic radioactivity in the LXe target, such as 222Rn
and 85Kr. The latter background is most critical since it
cannot be reduced by fiducialization. Hence, for the dark
matter search reported here, a major e↵ort was made to
reduce the 85Kr contamination which a↵ected the sensi-
tivity of the previous search [6]. To estimate the total ER
background from all sources, the 60Co and 232Th calibra-
tion data is used, with >35 times more statistics in the
relevant energy range than in the dark matter data. The
calibration data is scaled to the dark matter exposure by
normalizing it to the number of events seen above the
blinding cut in the energy region of interest. The ma-
jority of ER background events is Gaussian distributed
in the discrimination parameter space, with a few events
leaking anomalously into the NR band. These anoma-
lous events can be due to double scatters with one energy
deposition inside the TPC and another one in a charge
insensitive region, such that the prompt S1 signal from
the two scatters is combined with only one charge signal
S2. Following the observed distribution in the calibration
data, the anomalous leakage events were parametrized by
a constant (exponential) function in the discrimination
parameter (S1 space). The ER background estimate in-
cluding Gaussian and anomalous events is (0.79 ± 0.16)
in the benchmark region, leading to a total background
expectation of (1.0± 0.2) events.

The background model used in the PL analysis em-
ploys the same assumptions and input spectra from MC
and calibration data. Its validity has been confirmed
prior to unblinding on the high-energy sideband and on
the vetoed data from 6.6-43.3 keVnr.

After unblinding, two events were observed in the
benchmark WIMP search region, see Fig. 2. With en-

ergies of 7.1 keVnr (3.3 PE) and 7.8 keVnr (3.8 PE) both
fall into the lowest PE bin used for this analysis. The
waveforms for both events are of high quality and their
S2/S1 value is at the lower edge of the NR band from
neutron calibration. There are no leakage events below
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FIG. 2: (Top) Event distribution in the discrimination param-
eter space log10(S2b/S1), flattened by subtracting the distri-
bution’s mean, as observed after unblinding using all analysis
cuts and a 34 kg fiducial volume (black squares). A lower
analysis threshold of 6.6 keVnr (NR equivalent energy scale) is
employed. The PL analysis uses an upper energy threshold of
43.3 keVnr (3-30 PE) and the benchmark WIMP search region
is limited to 30.5 keVnr (3-20PE). The negligible impact of the
S2>150PE threshold cut is indicated by the dashed-dotted
blue line and the signal region is restricted by a lower bor-
der running along the 97% NR quantile. An additional hard
S2b/S1 discrimination cut at 99.75% ER rejection defines the
benchmark WIMP search region from above (dotted green)
but is only used to cross check the PL inference. The his-
togram in red/gray indicates the NR band from the neutron
calibration. Two events fall into the benchmark region where
(1.0 ± 0.2) are expected from background. (Bottom) Spatial
event distribution inside the TPC using a 6.6-43.3 keVnr en-
ergy window. The 34 kg fiducial volume is indicated by the
red dashed line. Gray points are above the 99.75% rejection
line, black circles fall below.
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blinding cut. The ellipsoidal shape was optimized on ER
calibration data, also taking into account event leakage
into the signal region. A benchmark WIMP search re-
gion to quantify the background expectation and to be
used for the maximum gap analysis was defined from 6.6-
30.5 keVnr (3-20PE) in energy, by an upper 99.75% ER
rejection line in the discrimination parameter space, and
by the lines corresponding to S2>150 PE and a lower line
at ⇠97% acceptance from neutron calibration data (see
lines in Fig. 2, top).

Both NR and ER interactions contribute to the ex-
pected background for the WIMP search. The first is de-
termined from Monte Carlo simulations, using the mea-
sured intrinsic radioactive contamination of all detector
and shield materials [8] to calculate the neutron back-
ground from (↵, n) and spontaneous fission reactions, as
well as from muons, taking into account the muon energy
and angular dependence at LNGS. The expectation from
these neutron sources is (0.17+0.12

�0.07 ) events for the given
exposure and NR acceptance in the benchmark region.
About 70% of the neutron background is muon-induced.

ER background events originate from radioactivity of
the detector components and from � and � activity of
intrinsic radioactivity in the LXe target, such as 222Rn
and 85Kr. The latter background is most critical since it
cannot be reduced by fiducialization. Hence, for the dark
matter search reported here, a major e↵ort was made to
reduce the 85Kr contamination which a↵ected the sensi-
tivity of the previous search [6]. To estimate the total ER
background from all sources, the 60Co and 232Th calibra-
tion data is used, with >35 times more statistics in the
relevant energy range than in the dark matter data. The
calibration data is scaled to the dark matter exposure by
normalizing it to the number of events seen above the
blinding cut in the energy region of interest. The ma-
jority of ER background events is Gaussian distributed
in the discrimination parameter space, with a few events
leaking anomalously into the NR band. These anoma-
lous events can be due to double scatters with one energy
deposition inside the TPC and another one in a charge
insensitive region, such that the prompt S1 signal from
the two scatters is combined with only one charge signal
S2. Following the observed distribution in the calibration
data, the anomalous leakage events were parametrized by
a constant (exponential) function in the discrimination
parameter (S1 space). The ER background estimate in-
cluding Gaussian and anomalous events is (0.79 ± 0.16)
in the benchmark region, leading to a total background
expectation of (1.0± 0.2) events.

The background model used in the PL analysis em-
ploys the same assumptions and input spectra from MC
and calibration data. Its validity has been confirmed
prior to unblinding on the high-energy sideband and on
the vetoed data from 6.6-43.3 keVnr.

After unblinding, two events were observed in the
benchmark WIMP search region, see Fig. 2. With en-

ergies of 7.1 keVnr (3.3 PE) and 7.8 keVnr (3.8 PE) both
fall into the lowest PE bin used for this analysis. The
waveforms for both events are of high quality and their
S2/S1 value is at the lower edge of the NR band from
neutron calibration. There are no leakage events below
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FIG. 2: (Top) Event distribution in the discrimination param-
eter space log10(S2b/S1), flattened by subtracting the distri-
bution’s mean, as observed after unblinding using all analysis
cuts and a 34 kg fiducial volume (black squares). A lower
analysis threshold of 6.6 keVnr (NR equivalent energy scale) is
employed. The PL analysis uses an upper energy threshold of
43.3 keVnr (3-30 PE) and the benchmark WIMP search region
is limited to 30.5 keVnr (3-20PE). The negligible impact of the
S2>150PE threshold cut is indicated by the dashed-dotted
blue line and the signal region is restricted by a lower bor-
der running along the 97% NR quantile. An additional hard
S2b/S1 discrimination cut at 99.75% ER rejection defines the
benchmark WIMP search region from above (dotted green)
but is only used to cross check the PL inference. The his-
togram in red/gray indicates the NR band from the neutron
calibration. Two events fall into the benchmark region where
(1.0 ± 0.2) are expected from background. (Bottom) Spatial
event distribution inside the TPC using a 6.6-43.3 keVnr en-
ergy window. The 34 kg fiducial volume is indicated by the
red dashed line. Gray points are above the 99.75% rejection
line, black circles fall below.
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blinding cut. The ellipsoidal shape was optimized on ER
calibration data, also taking into account event leakage
into the signal region. A benchmark WIMP search re-
gion to quantify the background expectation and to be
used for the maximum gap analysis was defined from 6.6-
30.5 keVnr (3-20PE) in energy, by an upper 99.75% ER
rejection line in the discrimination parameter space, and
by the lines corresponding to S2>150 PE and a lower line
at ⇠97% acceptance from neutron calibration data (see
lines in Fig. 2, top).

Both NR and ER interactions contribute to the ex-
pected background for the WIMP search. The first is de-
termined from Monte Carlo simulations, using the mea-
sured intrinsic radioactive contamination of all detector
and shield materials [8] to calculate the neutron back-
ground from (↵, n) and spontaneous fission reactions, as
well as from muons, taking into account the muon energy
and angular dependence at LNGS. The expectation from
these neutron sources is (0.17+0.12

�0.07 ) events for the given
exposure and NR acceptance in the benchmark region.
About 70% of the neutron background is muon-induced.

ER background events originate from radioactivity of
the detector components and from � and � activity of
intrinsic radioactivity in the LXe target, such as 222Rn
and 85Kr. The latter background is most critical since it
cannot be reduced by fiducialization. Hence, for the dark
matter search reported here, a major e↵ort was made to
reduce the 85Kr contamination which a↵ected the sensi-
tivity of the previous search [6]. To estimate the total ER
background from all sources, the 60Co and 232Th calibra-
tion data is used, with >35 times more statistics in the
relevant energy range than in the dark matter data. The
calibration data is scaled to the dark matter exposure by
normalizing it to the number of events seen above the
blinding cut in the energy region of interest. The ma-
jority of ER background events is Gaussian distributed
in the discrimination parameter space, with a few events
leaking anomalously into the NR band. These anoma-
lous events can be due to double scatters with one energy
deposition inside the TPC and another one in a charge
insensitive region, such that the prompt S1 signal from
the two scatters is combined with only one charge signal
S2. Following the observed distribution in the calibration
data, the anomalous leakage events were parametrized by
a constant (exponential) function in the discrimination
parameter (S1 space). The ER background estimate in-
cluding Gaussian and anomalous events is (0.79 ± 0.16)
in the benchmark region, leading to a total background
expectation of (1.0± 0.2) events.

The background model used in the PL analysis em-
ploys the same assumptions and input spectra from MC
and calibration data. Its validity has been confirmed
prior to unblinding on the high-energy sideband and on
the vetoed data from 6.6-43.3 keVnr.

After unblinding, two events were observed in the
benchmark WIMP search region, see Fig. 2. With en-

ergies of 7.1 keVnr (3.3 PE) and 7.8 keVnr (3.8 PE) both
fall into the lowest PE bin used for this analysis. The
waveforms for both events are of high quality and their
S2/S1 value is at the lower edge of the NR band from
neutron calibration. There are no leakage events below
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FIG. 2: (Top) Event distribution in the discrimination param-
eter space log10(S2b/S1), flattened by subtracting the distri-
bution’s mean, as observed after unblinding using all analysis
cuts and a 34 kg fiducial volume (black squares). A lower
analysis threshold of 6.6 keVnr (NR equivalent energy scale) is
employed. The PL analysis uses an upper energy threshold of
43.3 keVnr (3-30 PE) and the benchmark WIMP search region
is limited to 30.5 keVnr (3-20PE). The negligible impact of the
S2>150PE threshold cut is indicated by the dashed-dotted
blue line and the signal region is restricted by a lower bor-
der running along the 97% NR quantile. An additional hard
S2b/S1 discrimination cut at 99.75% ER rejection defines the
benchmark WIMP search region from above (dotted green)
but is only used to cross check the PL inference. The his-
togram in red/gray indicates the NR band from the neutron
calibration. Two events fall into the benchmark region where
(1.0 ± 0.2) are expected from background. (Bottom) Spatial
event distribution inside the TPC using a 6.6-43.3 keVnr en-
ergy window. The 34 kg fiducial volume is indicated by the
red dashed line. Gray points are above the 99.75% rejection
line, black circles fall below.
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blinding cut. The ellipsoidal shape was optimized on ER
calibration data, also taking into account event leakage
into the signal region. A benchmark WIMP search re-
gion to quantify the background expectation and to be
used for the maximum gap analysis was defined from 6.6-
30.5 keVnr (3-20PE) in energy, by an upper 99.75% ER
rejection line in the discrimination parameter space, and
by the lines corresponding to S2>150 PE and a lower line
at ⇠97% acceptance from neutron calibration data (see
lines in Fig. 2, top).

Both NR and ER interactions contribute to the ex-
pected background for the WIMP search. The first is de-
termined from Monte Carlo simulations, using the mea-
sured intrinsic radioactive contamination of all detector
and shield materials [8] to calculate the neutron back-
ground from (↵, n) and spontaneous fission reactions, as
well as from muons, taking into account the muon energy
and angular dependence at LNGS. The expectation from
these neutron sources is (0.17+0.12

�0.07 ) events for the given
exposure and NR acceptance in the benchmark region.
About 70% of the neutron background is muon-induced.

ER background events originate from radioactivity of
the detector components and from � and � activity of
intrinsic radioactivity in the LXe target, such as 222Rn
and 85Kr. The latter background is most critical since it
cannot be reduced by fiducialization. Hence, for the dark
matter search reported here, a major e↵ort was made to
reduce the 85Kr contamination which a↵ected the sensi-
tivity of the previous search [6]. To estimate the total ER
background from all sources, the 60Co and 232Th calibra-
tion data is used, with >35 times more statistics in the
relevant energy range than in the dark matter data. The
calibration data is scaled to the dark matter exposure by
normalizing it to the number of events seen above the
blinding cut in the energy region of interest. The ma-
jority of ER background events is Gaussian distributed
in the discrimination parameter space, with a few events
leaking anomalously into the NR band. These anoma-
lous events can be due to double scatters with one energy
deposition inside the TPC and another one in a charge
insensitive region, such that the prompt S1 signal from
the two scatters is combined with only one charge signal
S2. Following the observed distribution in the calibration
data, the anomalous leakage events were parametrized by
a constant (exponential) function in the discrimination
parameter (S1 space). The ER background estimate in-
cluding Gaussian and anomalous events is (0.79 ± 0.16)
in the benchmark region, leading to a total background
expectation of (1.0± 0.2) events.

The background model used in the PL analysis em-
ploys the same assumptions and input spectra from MC
and calibration data. Its validity has been confirmed
prior to unblinding on the high-energy sideband and on
the vetoed data from 6.6-43.3 keVnr.

After unblinding, two events were observed in the
benchmark WIMP search region, see Fig. 2. With en-

ergies of 7.1 keVnr (3.3 PE) and 7.8 keVnr (3.8 PE) both
fall into the lowest PE bin used for this analysis. The
waveforms for both events are of high quality and their
S2/S1 value is at the lower edge of the NR band from
neutron calibration. There are no leakage events below
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FIG. 2: (Top) Event distribution in the discrimination param-
eter space log10(S2b/S1), flattened by subtracting the distri-
bution’s mean, as observed after unblinding using all analysis
cuts and a 34 kg fiducial volume (black squares). A lower
analysis threshold of 6.6 keVnr (NR equivalent energy scale) is
employed. The PL analysis uses an upper energy threshold of
43.3 keVnr (3-30 PE) and the benchmark WIMP search region
is limited to 30.5 keVnr (3-20PE). The negligible impact of the
S2>150PE threshold cut is indicated by the dashed-dotted
blue line and the signal region is restricted by a lower bor-
der running along the 97% NR quantile. An additional hard
S2b/S1 discrimination cut at 99.75% ER rejection defines the
benchmark WIMP search region from above (dotted green)
but is only used to cross check the PL inference. The his-
togram in red/gray indicates the NR band from the neutron
calibration. Two events fall into the benchmark region where
(1.0 ± 0.2) are expected from background. (Bottom) Spatial
event distribution inside the TPC using a 6.6-43.3 keVnr en-
ergy window. The 34 kg fiducial volume is indicated by the
red dashed line. Gray points are above the 99.75% rejection
line, black circles fall below.
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as the recently reported two events in the XENON100
search region [1], they do not.

It appears that a nuclear recoil energy reconstruction
based directly on Lindhard theory is possible in liquid
xenon [5]. The method employed in this work is very
nearly equivalent to that, but framed so as to make an
explicit connection with the historical method, and with
the experimentally measured quantities.

Figure 1 shows the results of a simulation of the nu-
clear recoil response of a hypothetical liquid xenon detec-
tor. The results are plotted in the customary variables,
though other choices are possible [9], and may be useful
considering the relative size of ↵1 and ↵2. The simulation
method is described in [10], and reproduces the relevant
binomial and Poisson statistical processes. It has been
shown to provide a hi-fidelity reproduction of XENON10
nuclear recoil calibration data. The detector-specific de-
tails were obtained from [11, 12]. The hypothetical de-
tector is therefore expected to exhibit a response simi-
lar to the XENON100 detector during its initial phase
of operation. Uncertainties are discussed in a separate
section. In this work, we took as inputs the nuclear re-
coil centroid reported in Fig. 3 of [11], and the central
Leff curve from [13] (shown in Fig. 2, lower panel, solid
curve). The simulated data are shown after subtracting
the electron recoil centroid (µER), which was also taken
from [11].
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FIG. 2: Nuclear recoil energy calibration data for liquid
xenon. The simulation assumes the solid curves. Events with
Enr < 2 keV were not simulated. Leff data reproduced from
[6] (stars), [7] (diamonds) and [8] (squares). Additional Qy

data from [15].

The simulation has only a single free parameter, the
ionization yield Qy ⌘ S2/Enr. It was allowed to float
until the simulation band centroid matched the nuclear
recoil centroid from data [11]. The agreement is very
good, within 1� of the statistical uncertainty on the
mean, above S1 = 3. Below S1 = 3, the agreement is
within 2�. The Qy curve so obtained is shown in Fig. 2

(solid curve). This does not guarantee that either Leff

or Qy are correct in absolute terms, but rather, as drawn,
are self-consistent with nuclear recoil band data. We note
that the lower (dashed) Qy curve is very consistent with
the NEST model [14].

In addition to the simulated nuclear recoil data, Fig. 1
shows the centroid µNR (dashed, green) and µNR�3�NR

(dashed, black). Also shown are the “software” S1 > 3
(dashed) and S2 > 150 (stippled) thresholds, as in [1].
The dashed curves define three walls of the dark matter
search box for our hypothetical detector. In a similar
(actual) search box, the XENON100 Collaboration re-
cently reported the observation of two events, which are
reproduced here. The stated event energies are 7.1 (cir-
cle) and 7.8 keV (star), and this appears very reasonable
according to the Enr / S1 scale given along the top axis.
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FIG. 3: The probability to observe a fluctuation equal to or
greater than the two events shown in Fig. 1, as a function of
nuclear recoil energy. The abcissa is the actual simulated en-
ergy (not the contours in Fig. 1), and the markers correspond
to the two events.

We used the simulated events to find contours of hEnri,
as shown in Fig. 1 (solid curves, with corresponding en-
ergy in keV). Because a downward fluctuation in S1 is
accompanied by an upward fluctuation in y, the contours
follow the S2 expectation value for each energy. This is
significantly di↵erent from the cartesian expectation im-
plied by Enr / S1 (notice that this scale is most correct
near the calibration centroid, near y ⇡ �0.4). Figure 3
shows the probability that a nuclear recoil of energy Enr

resulted in either of the two observed events. Only sim-
ulated events which produced a measurable S1 and S2
signal were considered.

The discussion up to this point has assumed a nuclear
recoil spectrum corresponding to an americium-berylium
neutron source, as is frequently used to calibrate the nu-
clear recoil response of liquid xenon detectors. In Fig.
4 we show the expected distributions of events for sev-
eral dark matter masses m�. The spectral distributions
were calculated assuming the same astrophysical param-
eters described in [1]. This clearly shows, particularly for
m� . 10 GeV, that the y coordinate also carries spectral
information. The point is perhaps obvious from the def-
inition of y, but it has been neglected in previous work.

Xenon efficiency
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Isospin dependent couplings
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where we have introduced a target specific coe⇥cient
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In certain situations di�erential rates may not be available and instead it is only possible

to compare total rates, this is the situation at present with CRESST. In general the total

rate at a particular experiment with energy — and corresponding velocity — thresholds of

(Elow, vlowmin) and (Ehigh, v
high
min ), can be expressed as,
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where �(ER) an an energy-dependent e⇥ciency. To compare two experiments, we must

extract the energy dependent terms from the integral. So while we make no assumptions
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considering a putative signal or constraint. Thus comparisons of rates at two experiments

may then be simply compared by taking ratios of CT with the form factor evaluated at the
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In order to determine what comparisons can be made between experiments, we must ex-

amine the relevant velocity space they probe. We re-emphasize that the signal at energy

Elow < E < Ehigh is sensitive to all particles with velocity greater than vmin(E,MN ,M�)

through the integral g(vmin). A separate experiment with threshold Ẽ will o�er constraints

independent of astrophysics if the resulting minimum velocity ṽ < v2. The optimal limits are

reached when ṽ < v1. We illustrate this in Fig. 1 for an ensemble of experiments, some with
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Isospin dependent couplings
see talk by Jason Kumar
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Isospin dependent couplings
fn
fp

⇡ �0.7

Predicted rate at DAMA~amplitude of modulation
DAMA ~100% modulated
Consistent with event timing in CDMS

Rate too low to explain CoGeNT
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Exothermic DM

3

FIG. 2. Ionization yield versus recoil energy in all detectors
included in this analysis for events passing all signal criteria
except (top) and including (bottom) the phonon timing crite-
rion. The curved black lines indicate the signal region (-1.8�
and +1.2� from the mean nuclear recoil yield) between 7 and
100 keV recoil energies, while the gray band shows the range
of charge thresholds. Electron recoils in the detector bulk
have yield near unity. The data are colored to indicate recoil
energy ranges (dark to light) of 7–20, 20–30, and 30–100 keV
to aid the interpretation of Fig. 3.

the exposure of this analysis is equivalent to 23.4 kg-days
over a recoil energy range of 7–100 keV for a WIMP of
mass 10 GeV/c2.

Neutrons from cosmogenic or radioactive processes
can produce nuclear recoils that are indistinguishable
from those from an incident WIMP. Simulations of the
rates and energy distributions of these processes using
GEANT4 [22] lead us to expect < 0.13 false candidate
events (90% confidence level) in the Si detectors from
neutrons in this exposure.

A greater source of background is the misidentifica-
tion of surface electron recoils, which may su↵er from re-
duced ionization yield and thus contribute events to the
WIMP-candidate region; these events are termed “leak-
age events”. Prior to looking at the WIMP-candidate
region (unblinding), the expected leakage was estimated
using the rate of single scatter events with yields con-
sistent with nuclear recoils from a previously unblinded
dataset [23] and the rejection performance of the timing
cut measured on low-yield multiple-scatter events from
133Ba calibration data. Two detectors used in this anal-
ysis were located at the end of detector stacks, so scatters
on their outer faces could not be tagged as multiple scat-
ters. The rate of surface events on the outer faces of these
two detectors were estimated using their single-scatter
rates from a previously unblinded dataset presented in
[23] and the multiples-singles ratio on the interior de-
tectors. The final pre-unblinding estimate for misidenti-
fied surface electron-recoil event leakage into the signal
band in the eight Si detectors was 0.47+0.28

�0.17(stat.) events.
This initial leakage estimate informed the decision to un-
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FIG. 3. Normalized ionization yield (standard deviations
from the nuclear recoil band centroid) versus normalized
phonon timing parameter (normalized such that the median
of the surface event calibration sample is at -1 and the cut
position is at 0) for events in all detectors from the WIMP-
search data set passing all other selection criteria. The black
box indicates the WIMP candidate selection region. The data
are colored to indicate recoil energy ranges (dark to light) of
7–20, 20–30, and 30–100 keV. The thin red curves on the bot-
tom and right axes are the histograms of the data, while the
thicker green curves are the histograms of nuclear recoils from
252Cf calibration data.

blind. After unblinding, we developed a Bayesian es-
timate of the rate of misidentified surface events based
upon the performance of the phonon timing cut mea-
sured using events near the WIMP-search signal region
[23]. Multiple-scatter events below the electron-recoil
ionization-yield region from both 133Ba calibration and
the WIMP-search data were used as inputs to this model.
Because the WIMP-search sample is sparser compared
to the calibration data, the combined estimates are more
heavily weighted towards the calibration data leakage es-
timates. Additionally the leakage estimate is corrected
for the fact that the passage fraction of singles and mul-
tiples di↵ers by a factor of 1.7+0.8

�0.6, as measured on low-
yield events outside of the nuclear recoil band. The sys-
tematic uncertainty on the leakage estimate comes from
the uncertainty on this scale factor, the choice of prior in
the Bayesian analysis, and the method used to reweigh
the energy distribution of surface events from calibration
data to reflect the distribution in WIMP search data.
The final model predicts an updated surface-event leak-
age estimate of 0.41+0.20

�0.08(stat.)
+0.28
�0.24(syst.) misidentified

surface electron-recoil events in the eight Si detectors.
Classical confidence intervals provided similar estimates
[24].

After all WIMP-selection criteria were defined, the sig-
nal regions of the Si detectors were unblinded. Three
WIMP-candidate events were observed, with recoil en-
ergies of 8.2, 9.5, and 12.3 keV, on March 14, July 1,
and September 6 of 2008, respectively. Two events were
observed in Detector 3 of Tower 4, and the third was ob-
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Figure 4. Two examples for modifications of the momentum- and velocity-dependence of the di↵eren-
tial cross-section. Left: Long-range interactions, which enhance the cross-section for small momentum
transfer. Right: Anapole interactions, which suppress the cross-section for small momentum transfer
and small velocity (note the change of vertical scale).

confirm this expectation for the case of anapole interactions, which lead to a di↵erential
scattering cross-section [47]:

d�

dE
R

=
m

N

�
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2µ2

Z2

v2


v2 +

q2

2m2

N

✓
1� m2

N

2µ2

◆�
. (3.7)

Our results are shown in the right panel of Fig. 4. As expected, because of the momentum-
and velocity-suppression, the CDMS-Si favoured parameter region and the XENON10/100
bounds are moved to much larger cross-sections, but their relative position remains un-
changed. For the anapole operator we do in fact observe a slight shift of the CDMS-Si region
compared to the XENON10/100 bounds. This shift can be traced back to the fact that for
anapole interactions DM particles couple to protons only leading to a factor of Z2 rather
than A2 in the cross-section. We explore the e↵ect of di↵erent DM couplings to protons and
neutrons in more detail in the next section.

4 Reducing the tension between CDMS-Si and XENON10/100

As we have seen CDMS-Si and XENON10/100 cannot be brought into better agreement
by modifying either the DM velocity distribution or the velocity/momentum dependence of
the cross-section. To weaken the constraints from XENON10/100, we need to reduce the
enhancement of the cross-section for heavy nuclei. In this section, we discuss two possible
modifications of DM interactions that can increase the sensitivity of light targets compared
to heavy ones: inelastic DM [48] and isospin-dependent couplings [49–52].

In the former case, DM-nucleon interactions require the transition between two DM
states of slightly di↵erent mass. The minimum velocity required for a recoil of energy E

R

is
then:

v
min

=

����� +
m

N

E
R

µ

����
1p

2E
R

m
N

, (4.1)

– 9 –

Exothermic DM

Projection to and from vmin space more complicated
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Conclusions

•Should analyse data independent of astro uncertainties
•With only one experiment results are limited,
•Can extract f(v) by differentiating deconvoluted rate
•With multiple experiments should compare g(v)
•Under particle physics assumption can compare multiple 
experiments, test consistency
•Ultimately find region of consistent parameter space
•Independent of all astrophysics inputs, CDMS-Si is at 
odds with XENON100, for simple elastic WIMP
•XENON efficiency has to be a lot smaller, or non-
standard WIMP
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